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  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 1 

  Before entering into these proceedings 2 

today, I want to call everyone's attention to the Code 3 

of Conduct and the media guidelines for this licensing 4 

hearing.  Both are available on the table, I believe, 5 

just inside the auditorium doors.  The rules in these 6 

documents will be strictly enforced.  7 

  The Board expects, and it is our 8 

responsibility to ensure that courtesy prevails among 9 

the audience, presenters and speakers.  I respectfully 10 

ask your assistance in complying with this essential 11 

courtesy.   12 

  Vocal expressions from the audience 13 

complicate the Board's task and interfere with the 14 

speakers.  If the Board determines that this hearing 15 

is being disrupted, we will call a recess.  Upon the 16 

restoration of order, resume the hearing.  Persons who 17 

refuse to acknowledge and respect the authority of the 18 

Board may be asked to leave the room and the area. 19 

  We also welcome members of the media to 20 

this hearing, and I think we've talked about the 21 

guidelines for which we ask that they observe during 22 

this hearing.  And finally, I want to remind the media 23 

that the Board will not be available for interviews 24 

following --- excuse me, during or following this 25 
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hearing.   1 

  I now call to order this meeting of the 2 

Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board in the matter of the 3 

Category 2 hearing for Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa, 4 

L.P.  Crossroads is an applicant for a Category 2 slot 5 

machine license in the City of Gettysburg.  The 6 

application process for this Applicant has been 7 

extensively reviewed by staff. 8 

  Today's hearing is Crossroads' final 9 

opportunity to demonstrate to the Board's 10 

satisfaction, not only that it is suitable for the 11 

license, but that it should receive one of the two 12 

available at large licenses.   13 

  The procedure in which we intend to 14 

following during the hearing is the same as in the 15 

prior hearings.  Will all representatives of 16 

Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa, L.P. and of the Board 17 

who may present testimony today, please stand to be 18 

sworn in. 19 

WITNESSES SWORN EN MASSE 20 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 21 

  Thank you.  I would now ask Executive 22 

Director, Anne Neeb, to address the review of the 23 

application by our staff.  Anne? 24 

  MS. NEEB: 25 
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  Thank you.  Good afternoon, Chairman 1 

Decker, members of the Board.  We're here for the 2 

application of Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa, L.P., 3 

which was filed with the Pennsylvania Gaming Control 4 

Board on December 28th, 2005.   5 

  Since the filing of the application, a 6 

number of significant events have occurred to promote 7 

the review of the Applicant for both its eligibility 8 

and suitability under the Act. 9 

  Public input hearings were held in 10 

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania on April 5th and May 17th, 11 

2006, and again in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania on April 12 

7th, 2006, during which time, Crossroads Gaming Resort 13 

& Spa, L.P. made a presentation concerning its 14 

project, including oral testimony, as well as a 15 

submission of documentary exhibits.  During the course 16 

of those hearings 122 speakers presented either their 17 

support for or opposition to the project.  The hearing 18 

was recorded and transcribed. 19 

  Second, the Pennsylvania Gaming Control 20 

Board placed materials submitted by the Crossroads 21 

Gaming Resort & Spa, L.P. on its website for the 22 

public to have access to the information concerning 23 

the proposals, projections and studies, which have 24 

been presented to the Board.  25 
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  These documents included a diversity plan 1 

and a local impact report, which consisted of a 2 

traffic study, a social impact study, an economic 3 

study, a tourism history and cultural report, and 4 

information concerning emergency service capabilities 5 

and zoning and land use regulations. 6 

  The dissemination of this information 7 

permitted the Board's receipt of written submissions, 8 

both in support of and in opposition to the project.  9 

A date of June 2nd, 2006 was established for the Board 10 

to receive all written submissions.  The written 11 

submissions, specific to this Applicant received by a 12 

cutoff date encompassed, 706 submissions, and 426 13 

written comments and letters supporting the 14 

application and a petition with approximately 5,606 15 

signatures in support of the Applicant. 16 

  The Board also received 280 written 17 

comments in opposition to the application, along with 18 

two petitions totaling 1,434 signatures in opposition 19 

to the Applicant. 20 

  Additionally the Bureau of Licensing, the 21 

Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement and the Bureau 22 

of Corporate Compliance have undertaken the review of 23 

the application, consistent with the mandates of the 24 

Act. 25 
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  The result of this licensing 1 

investigative process resulted in the creation of the 2 

suitability report, which summarizes the findings of 3 

the Bureaus as to the Applicant's compliance with the 4 

Act's licensing eligibility and suitability 5 

requirements. 6 

  Further, in the application, Crossroads 7 

Gaming Resort & Spa, L.P. submitted a traffic study. 8 

The PGCB retained the firm of McCormick Taylor to 9 

review the study and to issue a report.  Their final 10 

report was submitted to the Applicant, and they were 11 

permitted to respond to those findings.  These will be 12 

marked as exhibits. 13 

  At this time, I would like to turn over 14 

the mic to Frank Donaghue, Chief Counsel, to discuss 15 

stipulations and the entry of exhibits.   16 

  ATTORNEY DONAGHUE: 17 

  Thank you, Anne.  The parties have also 18 

entered into a stipulation regarding the procedure 19 

employed by the Bureau of Licensing, Investigation and 20 

Enforcement and Corporate Compliance.  This 21 

stipulation has been marked as Exhibit Eight.   22 

  The culmination of this work since the 23 

end of 2005 has resulted in an evidentiary record, 24 

which includes the full application, local impact 25 
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statements, traffic studies, the transcript of the 1 

public input hearing, the written comments presented 2 

to and received by the Board, the licensing 3 

suitability report and the stipulated testimony. 4 

  The parties have entered into a 5 

stipulation that each of these items, which are 6 

identified and offered as Exhibits One through Nine 7 

are to be admitted into the record as a stipulated 8 

evidentiary record for the Bureau's --- Board's 9 

consideration. 10 

  In addition, the transcript of these 11 

proceedings and any other evidence submitted and 12 

admitted as exhibits in connection with this 13 

Applicant's licensing hearing today, would likewise be 14 

part of the record for the Board's review and 15 

consideration. 16 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 17 

  Thank you, Frank.  In light of the 18 

stipulation regarding Exhibits One through Nine being 19 

admitted into the evidentiary record in this matter, 20 

may I have motion to accept the exhibits? 21 

  MR. MARSHALL: 22 

  Move acceptance. 23 

  MR. ANGELI: 24 

  Second. 25 
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  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 1 

  Thank you very much.  Those in favor? 2 

AYES RESPOND 3 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 4 

  Any against?  The motion carries.  The 5 

exhibits are admitted with the usual stipulation that 6 

anything that's confidential stays confidential 7 

pursuant to the terms of the Act.  Thank you. 8 

  ATTORNEY DONAGHUE: 9 

  Thank you. 10 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 11 

  All right.  Anne? 12 

  MS. NEEB: 13 

  Yes.  We also have here today with us, Al 14 

Federico from McCormick Taylor, who will present their 15 

findings in the traffic study, and give their 16 

presentation to the Board.  I would like to call him 17 

up here at this time. 18 

  MR. FEDERICO: 19 

  Good afternoon.  My name is Al Federico, 20 

and I'm the project manager for McCormick Taylor 21 

responsible for the review of the traffic study 22 

submitted on behalf of the Applicant. 23 

  McCormick Taylor's review included a 24 

review to ensure that the study was in conformance 25 
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with acceptable standards.  The validation of the 1 

traffic data used for the study, an evaluation of the 2 

proposed improvements associated with the project, we 3 

also completed a site visit and coordination with the 4 

local municipality and PennDOT district. 5 

  An initial review of these materials 6 

submitted by the Applicant was completed in July of 7 

this year.  Additional materials were submitted by the 8 

Applicant, and a more detailed review was completed in 9 

November of this year. 10 

  The final traffic study submitted by the 11 

Applicant included a study area of seven 12 

intersections, including four existing and/or proposed 13 

accesses.  The Applicant evaluated the weekday evening 14 

peak and the Saturday midday peak.   15 

  They estimated the traffic generation for 16 

the proposed --- the gaming component of the proposed 17 

facility based on a study of the Charles Town Racing 18 

and Slots facility.  For the non-gaming uses, they 19 

used accepted ITE rates. 20 

  The peak generation for the full build 21 

out of the site was approximately 2,300 trips during 22 

the Saturday midday.  Of that 1,900 were from the 23 

gaming component.  The Phase I total trip generation 24 

was approximately 1,400 trips. 25 
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  The improvements proposed by the 1 

Applicant include the relocation of Smith Road 2 

adjacent to the site, the installation of traffic 3 

signal and modification of the traffic signal timings 4 

along Route 30 as well as improvements along the site 5 

frontage and related to the accesses. 6 

  A considerable improvement within the 7 

study areas of the proposed PennDOT project to rebuild 8 

the interchange of Route 15 and Route 30.  9 

Additionally, there are improvements by other 10 

developers within the area that the applicant has 11 

acknowledged.  If they do not move forward, the 12 

Applicant will make those improvements. 13 

  With respect to the proposed traffic 14 

impact of the project, probably the greatest 15 

outstanding concern is the relationship of the site 16 

accesses and the traffic impact on the proposed 17 

reconstructed interchange.  PennDOT is, at this point, 18 

proposing a rather innovative design for Pennsylvania 19 

for this interchange, and there have been some 20 

concerns expressed about how these sites proposed 21 

westernmost access will affect interchange operations. 22 

And while the Applicant has committed to continue 23 

working with PennDOT in evaluating this, because of 24 

where that project stands in the design phase, there's 25 
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no resolution to that now.  Thank you. 1 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 2 

  Are there any questions for Mr. Federico? 3 

Thank you, Mr. Federico.  I think we're --- I know you 4 

have to leave in a little bit, but I want to thank you 5 

for all your work over the last few weeks, more than 6 

the last few weeks, but for your testimony in the last 7 

few weeks. 8 

  MR. FEDERICO: 9 

  Thank you very much. 10 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 11 

  Okay.  We'll turn it over to the 12 

Applicant now, as soon as you're freed up there. 13 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 14 

  Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, good 15 

afternoon.  Nick Casiella and Marie Jones of Fox 16 

Rothschild, appearing on behalf of the Applicant.  At 17 

this time, I'd like to introduce Dave LeVan.   18 

  Mr. LeVan is President and CEO of 19 

Crossroads, and has been since its inception.  He was 20 

born in Gettysburg and graduated from Gettysburg 21 

College.  He moved to Philadelphia and worked for the 22 

public accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand for ten 23 

years.  He began working at Conrail in 1978 in the 24 

finance department.  He rose up the ranks to 25 
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ultimately become president and COO, and then CEO and 1 

finally chairman.  He retired from Conrail in 1998 and 2 

moved back to Adams County and started a Harley 3 

Davidson dealership with his wife, Jennifer.  Mr. 4 

LeVan? 5 

  MR. LEVAN: 6 

  Thank you.  Good afternoon.  And for the 7 

record, I am Dave LeVan, and I want to thank you for 8 

this opportunity to appear before you today.  We would 9 

like to provide you with an update and detailed 10 

analysis of what we believe is nothing less than the 11 

best Category 2 at large project in the State of 12 

Pennsylvania.   13 

  Crossroads Resort & Spa is a $350 million 14 

world-class entertainment venue.  It's located in 15 

Straban Township in Adams County.  The 240,000 square 16 

foot facility will include a 225 room four-star hotel, 17 

a luxury spa and a variety of both casual and fine 18 

dining establishments and 3,000 slots.   19 

  If licensed, Crossroads will create 20 

approximately 1,000 jobs onsite and another 2,000 21 

locally to help transform our area into a year-round 22 

tourist destination and generate hundreds of millions 23 

of revenue for a local economy that desperately needs 24 

it. 25 
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  While some of our competitors certainly 1 

have ambitious building plans, we opted instead for an 2 

eminently simple and achievable building plan that is 3 

remarkable in its design and remarkable in its beauty, 4 

but will allow us to be up and running with 3,000 5 

devices sooner than some of the competing facilities 6 

and allow for seamless and fast expansion as the 7 

marketplace warrants. 8 

  We believe we have, by far, the optimal 9 

location and the potential marketplace of any at large 10 

Category 2 applicant.  Our project is well financed by 11 

world-class companies.  It will be well run by an 12 

experienced management team, and it is located in the 13 

most lucrative market in Pennsylvania. 14 

  We have worked hard to ensure that we 15 

exceed the criteria that are necessary for the award 16 

of a gaming license.  In today's presentation, we will 17 

clearly demonstrate our qualifications.   18 

  As you know, the idea of Crossroads 19 

Gaming Resort & Spa began locally.  Local partners who 20 

will live in Gettysburg and south central 21 

Pennsylvania, and are already involved citizens with 22 

impressive track records in charitable and civic 23 

causes.  We have commitments of $350 million in equity 24 

and debt financing from Silver Point Capital and 25 
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Goldman Sachs. Millennium Gaming, which is well known 1 

to this Board, and is already approved to be licensed, 2 

will operate and manage our resort, and I will serve 3 

as the company's chairman and chief executive officer. 4 

  Silver Point, which will hold the largest 5 

share of Crossroads, is a $6 billion private 6 

investment firm with more than 200 employees and 7 

offices in the U.S. and Europe.  Silver Point provides 8 

financing to and invests in companies across all 9 

industries, and has significant experience in the 10 

gaming and the leisure sectors.   11 

  We're also extremely proud to have the 12 

support of Goldman Sachs and Company.  Goldman Sachs 13 

is a leading global investment bank with demonstrated 14 

experience in arranging financing for the construction 15 

of large-scale gaming and leisure projects.  Goldman 16 

Sachs, one of the premiere investment banks in the 17 

world has provided and arranged $8 billion of 18 

financing for ground-up, casino-related development 19 

projects, several domestically as well as abroad. 20 

  As you'll see in the subsequent 21 

presentations today, the $350 million that has been 22 

committed, combined with our debt-to-equity ratio, 23 

provides more than sufficient financing to meet the 24 

suitability requirements of the state.  Simply put, if 25 
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we are fortunate enough to be awarded a license, we'll 1 

be ready to break ground and get to work. 2 

  Our operator, Millennium Gaming, boasts 3 

principals who have over 60 years of combined 4 

experience in developing, operating some of the 5 

world's most famous and successful gaming resorts, 6 

including Luxor, Mirage, MGM, Excalibur and Caesar's 7 

Palace.   8 

  Millennium's experience in successfully 9 

meeting the regulatory requirements in several diverse 10 

jurisdictions, including Nevada, Michigan and 11 

Pennsylvania.  And this also provides testament to 12 

their ability to operate this resort. 13 

  Their outstanding track record of 14 

building and operating the resorts to match the social 15 

fabric and the culture of the communities in which 16 

they operate makes them a perfect fit. 17 

  As you know, Millennium has already been 18 

approved to be licensed by the State of Pennsylvania 19 

for The Meadows Racetrack and Casino, proving their 20 

background suitability and their operating capability. 21 

  As I indicated, I will continue 22 

throughout the construction and the operation of this 23 

resort as its chairman and chief executive officer.  I 24 

will work to maintain Crossroads relationships with 25 
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Straban Township, the Borough of Gettysburg and Adams 1 

County.   2 

  We intend to be an active, responsible 3 

member of the community.  To do this, I will also 4 

focus on achieving the goals that have been set for 5 

our diversity in hiring and our charitable giving.  We 6 

simply cannot be a good member of the community if we 7 

do not give to the many wonderful causes that exist in 8 

Adams County.  Our charitable contributions will total 9 

at least $1 million annually. 10 

  At Crossroads, we're also very proud to 11 

have the strong support of the working men and women 12 

in the various labor organizations.  I intend to work 13 

with the labor unions on creating competitive salaries 14 

and benefits, plan for our employees and do everything 15 

we can to find local Adams County people to fill these 16 

jobs.  Labor has been with us from the beginning, and 17 

I can't be happier than to have them stand with us 18 

today at this critical time. 19 

  It's important to note that this 20 

outstanding team has come together because we have all 21 

done an unbiased analysis of the financial projections 22 

of Crossroads.  And it is nothing less than the best 23 

location for an at large Category 2 license.  24 

Millennium, Silver Point, Goldman Sachs had their pick 25 
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of projects.  Their financial analysts completed their 1 

objective analysis, and that led them to our project, 2 

and each of them will elaborate further during our 3 

presentation today. 4 

  Now, I'd like to discuss the location of 5 

our project.  The loan applicant that will serve south 6 

central Pennsylvania and that expanse of Baltimore, 7 

Washington metropolitan area.  Unlike other applicants 8 

who have to build a tourism trade, we already have 9 

that in Adams County.  According to the Gettysburg 10 

Convention and Visitor's Bureau, over 2.5 million 11 

people will visit the local area that surrounds our 12 

market. 13 

  We believe our resort complex and its 14 

ideal location near the Maryland border will allow us 15 

to more than double the number of visitors.  And 16 

unlike any other applicant, Crossroads has direct 17 

access to northern Maryland, Baltimore, Washington 18 

D.C. and northern Virginia.  One of the largest 19 

metropolitan areas without legalized gaming. 20 

  Crossroads will provide an additional 3.4 21 

million visitations each year, which will provide 22 

Adams County with 3,000 new jobs, and by our expert's 23 

estimates, more than $224 million invested annually 24 

into the local economy.  And that's great news, 25 
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because right now we have a problem, because while 1 

Adams County may have one of the lowest unemployment 2 

rates in the state, family income lags far behind, 3 

according to the U.S. Census data. 4 

  The message is clear.  Adams County lacks 5 

family-sustaining jobs, which has, in turn, led to the 6 

loss of young professionals to other areas that 7 

provide more opportunities.  And right now, tourism 8 

withers during the winter months.  This project, with 9 

the emergence of Gateway Gettysburg, located just 10 

across the street will go a long way to create a  11 

year-round tourism industry. 12 

  Gateway Gettysburg is a $275 million 13 

hotel, shopping, dining, entertainment complex located 14 

on a 100-acre campus.  And we purposely did not add 15 

significant conference space in our project, because 16 

it is our desire to work with partners in our 17 

community.  When complete, this hotel and conference 18 

center at Gateway Gettysburg will offer 600 rooms, 19 

65,000 square feet of meeting space and a 46,000 20 

square foot amphitheater. 21 

  In addition, if the state's goal is to 22 

achieve a billion dollars in property tax relief for 23 

its citizens, we believe the Commonwealth has the 24 

ability to hit the ground running here.  As we will 25 
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explain later in our presentation, a casino in Adams 1 

County generates over $100 million more in tax revenue 2 

to the Commonwealth than any other scenario involving 3 

the placement of a Category 2 license in the 4 

northeast.  And I think that's worth repeating. 5 

  A casino in Adams County generates over 6 

$100 million more in tax revenue to the Commonwealth 7 

of Pennsylvania than any other scenario.  And that is 8 

why we believe our project is a win/win, both for our 9 

local residents and for our state taxpayers. 10 

  Now, much has been made of our location 11 

to the Gettysburg National Military Park.  And as you 12 

take a look at this map we have provided, please keep 13 

in mind these important facts.  Crossroads is not 14 

located in the Borough of Gettysburg or on the park. 15 

It would be located on land near the intersection of 16 

Routes 15 and 30 in Straban Township and just across 17 

the street from the new Gateway Gettysburg 100-acre 18 

complex. 19 

  Crossroads is not located on land that 20 

has been designated historic.  Crossroads will be 21 

situated several miles from the most visited parts of 22 

the park.  And Crossroads is not visible from any 23 

point in the park, including its highest points, 24 

Cobb's Hill and the Round Tops. 25 
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  Not only is this site not historic, but 1 

if someone leaves Crossroads, they will see 2 

significant commercial development, whether they 3 

travel east or whether they travel west.  As a visitor 4 

would leave the main entrance of our facility and 5 

travel west toward the main entrance of the 6 

battlefield, they would see significant existing 7 

commercial development, including several fast food 8 

restaurants, hotels and Wal-Mart. 9 

  If a visitor leaves our facility 10 

traveling east to go to East Calvary Field, he or she 11 

will see significant commercial development, including 12 

a new hotel, a Ford dealership, Battlefield Harley 13 

Davidson and the Adams Commerce Park. 14 

  Since I last appeared before you in May, 15 

we have received approvals from Straban Township 16 

supervisors for planning and the Zoning Hearing Board. 17 

To alleviate any and all traffic concerns related to 18 

the project, Crossroads has pledged to do the 19 

following.  Provide nearly $4 million for traffic flow 20 

improvements along Route 30, to widen the road and 21 

improve access on all the secondary roads, to provide 22 

funding for a shuttle bus service to and from 23 

attractions in downtown Gettysburg.  And I should note 24 

that, not only will that help alleviate traffic, but 25 
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it will also ensure that our visitors have the 1 

opportunity to spend their tourism dollars on 2 

businesses in the area.  And this is a part of our 3 

continued commitment to being a community partner by 4 

encouraging our visitors to visit other businesses and 5 

tourist sites.   6 

  It is important to note that we will 7 

perform a follow-up study for traffic once the resort 8 

is open, and we will sponsor additional improvements, 9 

if needed, to alleviate and optimize traffic flow.   10 

  I would be remiss if I didn't point out 11 

that we truly have one of the best served potential 12 

sites from a traffic perspective.  On a terrific 13 

limited access highway with lots of excess capacity. 14 

As anyone knows who travels Route 15, traffic is 15 

rarely a concern, and for us customer convenience is 16 

paramount for repeat visits. 17 

  We must acknowledge that there has been 18 

certainly a lot of controversy surrounding this 19 

project.  Much of it has been generated, we think, by 20 

outside special interest groups, who have profited 21 

greatly by raising funds without giving the facts over 22 

our project.   23 

  Through hard work and by telling our 24 

story, we have steadily garnered significant majority 25 
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local support, and that is what we are most proud of, 1 

the incredible local support that we have received.  2 

Not only is a great majority of the local residents on 3 

our side, but we are also proud of having received 4 

preliminary approval from the Straban Township Board 5 

of Supervisors, Zoning Board approval from the Zoning 6 

Hearing Board, and endorsements from the Borough of 7 

Gettysburg, the Gettysburg Adams County Chamber of 8 

Commerce and the local area's only battlefield 9 

preservation group, the Gettysburg Battlefield 10 

Preservation Association. 11 

  Let me say that again.  We have support 12 

of the only local battlefield preservation group in 13 

the Gettysburg area, and I think that is a very 14 

important vote of confidence in the promise of 15 

Crossroads project and its value to the local 16 

community.   17 

  Crossroads will play a lead role in 18 

reviving the local Adams County economy by creating an 19 

expected 3,000 family-sustaining jobs, including 20 

almost 1,000 at the resort, and it will also 21 

contribute approximately $224 million into the local 22 

economy each year, including $148 million in new local 23 

spending and $62 million increase in local personal 24 

earnings. 25 
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  It is also important to stress that we 1 

will be focused on hiring local residents for the jobs 2 

that will be created at Crossroads.  As you know, I'm 3 

an Adams County native.  I will see to it that the 4 

people who live in our community get the tremendous 5 

opportunities that this project will create.   6 

  In conclusion, we think by far this is 7 

the best location of any at large Category 2 8 

applicant.  We have a strong management team with 9 

excellent financial backing.  We are the best choice 10 

for maximizing the revenues to the Commonwealth of 11 

Pennsylvania.  Our job creation and our new sources of 12 

revenue will have a significant impact on our local 13 

economy. 14 

  We have broad-based community support 15 

with thousands of Adams County residents, who will 16 

benefit from this project.  And we have the optimal 17 

location to leverage the existing tourism of 2.5 18 

million visitors annually to the local area. 19 

  And I would now like to introduce Mr. Ed 20 

Mulé, the founder of Silver Point Capital, the 21 

majority owner of this project.  Thank you.  22 

  MR. MULÉ: 23 

   Good afternoon.  My name is Ed Mulé, and 24 

I'm very pleased to be here with you today.  I'm proud 25 
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to have the opportunity to tell you more about Silver 1 

Point Capital, as well as what I think makes the 2 

proposed Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa a compelling 3 

project. 4 

  I founded Silver Point Capital in January 5 

of 2002, and my partner, Bob O'Shea, joined the firm 6 

in March of the same year.  Prior to founding Silver 7 

Point, Bob and I spent the bulk of our careers at 8 

Goldman Sachs, where we were both elected general 9 

partner in 1994.  Bob was elected as the third 10 

youngest partner in the history of the firm,  11 

post-World War II.  He created the bank lending 12 

business for Goldman Sachs.  He was the global head of 13 

its high yield businesses, which included all  14 

non-investment grade financings and bank loans and 15 

bank lending, and was also a member of the firm's risk 16 

and trading committees. 17 

  During my 17 years at Goldman, I worked 18 

in three capacities.  First, as the senior member of 19 

the firm's investment banking division with a 20 

specialty in mergers and acquisitions.  In 1991, the 21 

then chairman of Goldman Sachs, Bob Rubin and Steve 22 

Friedman, asked me to work with them directly on the 23 

firm's strategy, which I did for the remainder of 24 

their tenures at Goldman Sachs. 25 
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  In 1994, their successors, Jon Corzine 1 

and Hank Paulson, asked me to continue to work with 2 

them, which I did, until 1995.  After that, I moved to 3 

co-head the firm's credit investing business, which I 4 

did until I retired from the firm in 2001. 5 

  When we started Silver Point, we viewed 6 

it as an opportunity to build upon our extensive 7 

experience at a large and reputable institution and to 8 

create a firm rooted in similar values.  Since we 9 

opened in 2002 with five employees and approximately 10 

$120 million in capital, we have steadily grown the 11 

firm.   12 

  Today, Silver Point manages over $6 13 

billion of our partner's capital, and we have 14 

investments across a broad spectrum of products and 15 

industries.  We have over 200 employees at the firm, 16 

and in addition to our headquarters in Connecticut we 17 

also have several regional U.S. offices including 18 

Chicago, Los Angeles and Atlanta, as well as European 19 

operations based in London.  20 

  Our goal has been to build a private 21 

investment firm committed to excellence, teamwork and 22 

long-term relationships with our partners and to 23 

provide an environment where our own employees can 24 

grow, develop and thrive. 25 
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  Although we are pleased with our 1 

accomplishments to date, we continue to seek 2 

excellence in everything that we do and approach the 3 

Crossroads project with the same objectives in mind.  4 

  We've always believed that Silver Point 5 

would have the greatest long-term growth potential if 6 

we developed a large team with wide ranging expertise 7 

and a diverse portfolio of investments.  We believe 8 

our strategy provides us with a competitive advantage, 9 

and the ability to be successful, regardless of the 10 

current business cycle. 11 

  Silver Point's first key business area 12 

that I'd like to talk about today is public 13 

investments.  The firm's public investment team is 14 

organized around a number of industries and invests in 15 

a wide range of public securities.  Bob and I work 16 

directly with the industry focused analysts to 17 

identify, analyze and execute on opportunities that 18 

leverage our research-intensive approach. 19 

  The firm is also recognized as a leader 20 

in the areas of private debt and equity financings.  21 

We specialize in custom debt and equity financing for 22 

all corporate needs, including growth, buyouts, 23 

acquisitions, turnarounds and re-capitalizations.  24 

  Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa is a 25 
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perfect example of a potential private equity 1 

investment for Silver Point, where we feel that we can 2 

successfully invest capital in a business that will 3 

deliver attractive returns to all of its partners, 4 

including the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 5 

  Industries with excellent underlying 6 

fundamentals and free cash flow generation, where we 7 

can assist in the growth and development, such as 8 

gaming, are particularly attractive to us.   9 

  While each of these investment areas has 10 

its own strategy, we believe that the shared expertise 11 

and cross fertilization of ideas and talent provide us 12 

with a unique ability to understand the market's 13 

businesses and industries in which we invest and make 14 

the most --- and to help us make the most informed 15 

investment decisions. 16 

  Our firm has specific expertise in the 17 

gaming and leisure sectors, and we have a team of 18 

professionals that have significant experience, both 19 

investing in the space, as well as advising gaming 20 

companies on over $15 billion of strategic 21 

transactions prior to joining our firm. 22 

  We have invested, at Silver Point, over 23 

$600 million to date, in both public and private 24 

companies in the gaming industry, and have a deep 25 
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understanding of the industry.  Our investments range 1 

from buying stocks and bonds of public companies to 2 

providing private financing for growth and the 3 

development of Greenfield projects, like Crossroads. 4 

  Here are some examples of companies in 5 

which we have invested in the gaming and related 6 

spaces.  As you can see, they include well-known 7 

public gaming and leisure companies with operations in 8 

the U.S. and abroad, as well as private companies that 9 

own regional casinos, development parcels in Las Vegas 10 

and Native American facilities.   11 

  In addition to the gaming sector, Silver 12 

Point prides itself on having expertise across a wide 13 

spectrum of industries, including but not limited to 14 

some of the companies listed on this slide.  Many of 15 

the companies we've invested in are based on the 16 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, including companies such 17 

as Primavera system, which is a software company in 18 

Philadelphia --- well, near Philadelphia.  Foamex, 19 

which is a leading producer of foam products.  20 

Sermatech, an engineered protective coatings company. 21 

SJL Broadcasting, which is an owner of television 22 

stations and Lehigh Gas, one of the largest fuel 23 

distributors in Pennsylvania, amongst others. 24 

  Our broad investment portfolio allows us 25 
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to leverage the expertise of Silver Point, its 1 

investment professionals, who have extensive and wide 2 

range in industry knowledge and experience. 3 

  Silver Point has a sophisticated investor 4 

base with a long-term investment focus.  Our 5 

diversified client base includes fund-to-funds, 6 

wealthy individuals, family offices, endowments and 7 

foundations, insurance companies, pension funds and 8 

Silver Point employees. 9 

  Our investors are what make our business 10 

viable, and we have a long-term commitment to them, as 11 

do they have a long-term commitment to us.  We believe 12 

that by conducting our business with integrity and 13 

seeking attractive risk-adjusted investment 14 

opportunities, we'll be able to continue to grow our 15 

business and attract capital to support the businesses 16 

in which we invest. 17 

  Hopefully, I've been able to give you 18 

some insight into our firm and our commitment to this 19 

project.  So I'd like to simply conclude with a few 20 

comments on how we think about the Crossroads project 21 

from an investment perspective. 22 

  We believe Crossroads is a very 23 

attractive investment for a number of reasons, 24 

including some of the following.  Its location is 25 
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strategic, in that it draws not only from Pennsylvania 1 

markets, but it expects to derive a substantial 2 

majority of its revenues from residents of other 3 

states.  Many of these customers reside in the cities 4 

and affluent suburbs of Baltimore and Washington D.C., 5 

providing for great demographics for a project like 6 

this. 7 

  Given the quality of the casino that we 8 

intend to build, we expect to receive more than our 9 

fair share of visitation from these populous and 10 

demographically attractive markets.  11 

  In addition, we have an outstanding and 12 

sophisticated management team with a strong track 13 

record, building and operating facilities of this type 14 

in similar markets.  The underlying business of 15 

Crossroads has great fundamentals, such as transparent 16 

accounting that makes for very high quality earnings. 17 

Strong free cash flow and high barriers to entry. 18 

  The Crossroads Gaming Resort & Spa will 19 

also provide significant tax revenue to the state and 20 

local governments, create family-sustaining jobs and 21 

drive additional tourism revenue to the municipality.  22 

  On behalf of Silver Point Capital and our 23 

investors, we appreciate the opportunity to be 24 

considered for this coveted license, and would like to 25 
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thank the Board for its time.  I would now like to 1 

introduce to the Chief Executive Officer of our 2 

project's management company, Bill Wortman from 3 

Millennium Gaming.  Thank you. 4 

  MR. WORTMAN: 5 

  Good afternoon.  For the record, my name 6 

is Bill Wortman.  In the mid to late 1990s, Millennium 7 

Gaming, along with its affiliates were founded by Bill 8 

Paulos and myself.  Both Bill and I had previous 9 

experience in the public sector with Caesars World in 10 

my case, and Circus Circus and Primadonna Resorts in 11 

Bill's.  We have a combined experience of more than 60 12 

years in the casino industry. 13 

  I was a former president of Caesars Tahoe 14 

and held various positions at Caesars Palace, 15 

including vice president of operations and chief 16 

financial officer. 17 

  From the mid-1980s until the present 18 

time, I have owned and operated casinos in the State 19 

of Nevada.  Bill, as executive vice president of 20 

Circus Circus, was responsible for the development and 21 

operation of new facilities, which included, among 22 

others, the Excalibur and Luxor Casino and Resorts.  23 

He was also responsible for the construction and 24 

opening of the Crown Casino --- Crown Resorts 25 
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temporary casino in Melbourne, Australia.  And as 1 

president of Primadonna Resorts, oversaw the operation 2 

of Buffalo Bill's, Whiskey Pete's and the development 3 

of New York, New York. 4 

  Millennium's first project was a 5 

management contract in Greek Town Casino in Michigan. 6 

We led the effort to secure one of the three 7 

authorized casino licenses in the City of Detroit 8 

against high profile companies, such as Mirage 9 

Resorts, MGM, Mandalay Bay, Trump Hotels and Casinos, 10 

Harrah's and Rio. 11 

  The process in Detroit, as in 12 

Pennsylvania, was a project selection, whereby the 13 

most worthy companies were awarded licenses, based 14 

upon specific criteria.  With our leadership Greek 15 

Town Casino, along with MGM and Mandalay Bay were the 16 

three casino companies selected.   17 

  I am proud to say that the Greek Town 18 

Casino, during the time of our management was chosen 19 

by the citizens of Detroit and the free press reader's 20 

poll as the best casino on the marketplace.  And the 21 

performance of the facility significantly outperformed 22 

expectations. 23 

  Currently, we, through our aforementioned 24 

affiliates, own and operate the Rampart Casino and 25 
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Nevada Palace Hotel Casino in Las Vegas, the Cannery 1 

Casino and Hotel in North Las Vegas, and The Meadows 2 

Racetrack and Casino in Washington County, 3 

Pennsylvania. 4 

  We acquired the Rampart in 2002.  It was 5 

then an underperforming facility that had previously 6 

been sold through bankruptcy auction.  Subsequent to 7 

our ownership, in terms of customer patronage, the 8 

Rampart Casino has consistently outperformed in the 9 

local marketplace.  Having the highest fair share of 10 

slot customers of any local casino for the past two 11 

years. 12 

  Our second property, the Cannery, has 13 

been a leader in the North Las Vegas casino market 14 

since inception.  We have recently completed our 15 

second expansion, 125,000 square foot addition, which 16 

includes expanded casino space, a 14-screen multiplex, 17 

race and sports book, poker room, bingo room, and 18 

Italian themed restaurant and deli. 19 

  We recently acquired the Nevada Palace 20 

Hotel and Casino, where we will soon begin 21 

construction on the east side Cannery, a 280,000 22 

square foot facility with 300 first class hotel rooms 23 

to open in the first quarter of 2008. 24 

  As you're aware, in September of this 25 
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year, we through our affiliate, Washington Trotting 1 

Association, were approved to receive a Category 1 2 

slot license to own and operate The Meadows Racetrack 3 

and Casino outside of Pittsburgh.  We have begun the 4 

process of hiring key staff and are well underway with 5 

the construction of the temporary casino, scheduled to 6 

open in May 2007. 7 

  We have been an out performer in the 8 

Nevada market.  Net revenues have grown 67 percent 9 

from 2003 to 2006.  During that same period cash flow 10 

increased 269 percent, and operating margin improved 11 

by over 120 percent.  In North Las Vegas from the 12 

first quarter of 2004 to the second quarter of 2006, 13 

the Cannery Hotel and Casino has enjoyed a 28.8 14 

percent compounded annual growth rate, while the 15 

broader market grew at only one percent.  16 

  We are very bullish on the tremendous 17 

opportunities that exist within the Commonwealth and 18 

have made a significant financial commitment to 19 

acquire and develop the Meadows Racetrack into a 20 

spectacular casino complex. 21 

  Having said that, we believe the 22 

opportunity with Crossroads Gaming in Straban Township 23 

is, perhaps, the best side of all Category 2 at large 24 

locations in the State of Pennsylvania.  25 
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  Rather than build an isolated resort like 1 

Category 2 applicants in other locations, we plan to 2 

ensure that our casino complex benefits the entire 3 

local business economy.  For example, according to the 4 

Gettysburg Convention and Visitor's Bureau, the 2005 5 

hotel occupancy for the Gettysburg area was only 57.2 6 

percent.  We believe that Crossroads will generate 7 

additional room demand that will bring the overall 8 

occupancy percentage to the 80 percent level. 9 

  Our predictions indicate that we will 10 

generate over 3.4 million visitations to the area.  11 

And our philosophy is to secure programs, or structure 12 

programs that will introduce these new visitors to the 13 

local area businesses. 14 

  In Las Vegas and Detroit we developed our 15 

Neighborhood Partners program, whereby our customers 16 

redeemed their player points for goods and services at 17 

local area businesses.  This includes locally owned 18 

mom and pop operations, as well as large chain 19 

retailers, including Wal-Mart and Target.  This 20 

program is proven to be tremendously successful for 21 

both our casino operations and the business owners, as 22 

we are constantly reminded as to how we have expanded 23 

their customer base and increased their customer 24 

patronage. 25 
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  It will be our goal to develop as many 1 

Neighborhood Partners as possible within Adams County, 2 

including restaurants, retailers, automotive services 3 

and tour operators. 4 

  Crossroad customers will be provided 5 

brochures promoting Neighborhood Partners, along with 6 

other local restaurants and area attractions.  We will 7 

also provide shuttle bus service to downtown 8 

Gettysburg to help lessen the traffic impact and 9 

provide other means for local businesses to connect to 10 

our customer base. 11 

  We look forward to supporting the 12 

convention bookings at Gateway Gettysburg.  The 13 

Gettysburg community currently supports numerous 14 

entertainment events and festivals in the local 15 

community.  We pledge our financial participation to 16 

those endeavors. 17 

  We intend to be a major ticket purchaser 18 

for performances that are presented at the majestic 19 

theater.  Our support will assist in allowing the 20 

theater to expand and diversify their cultural 21 

programming to the community. 22 

  In Detroit we created our own Greek Town 23 

College to train our local employees, and we worked 24 

with Wayne County Community College to implement 25 
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educational programs, creating the skill sets 1 

necessary for careers in our industry. 2 

  We have agreed to partner with the 3 

Harrisburg Area Community College to implement a 4 

similar program for Crossroads.  We have reached an 5 

agreement to allow the Teamster's Union and the 6 

central Pennsylvania Trade Council the ability to 7 

solicit our workers, allowing those workers the right 8 

to organize representation if so desired. 9 

  In Nevada, we are very involved in 10 

charitable endeavors.  From national organizations 11 

such as the Diabetes Association and the City of Hope 12 

to make local civic organizations, we have committed 13 

our financial resources and staff time.   14 

  We have adopted two at-risk elementary 15 

schools in North Las Vegas who over 90 percent of the 16 

enrollment are on subsidized meal programs.  We have 17 

donated financially and committed our management staff 18 

to their assistance.  Our company and our fine staff 19 

have eventually become the --- essentially become the 20 

PTA for two schools who have minimal parental 21 

participation. 22 

  The financial model that we will show you 23 

in our CFO's presentation is indicative of the 24 

strength of the project.  We are confident the revenue 25 
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projections are attainable and we have more than 1 

enough funding for the project.  There is very little 2 

execution risk.  This is a great project with a great 3 

team of participants.   4 

  In conclusion, Crossroads Gaming Resort & 5 

Spa will compliment the existing tourist demand for 6 

the area in an expediential way.  They risk of project 7 

execution is significantly less than other at large 8 

Category 2 applicants. 9 

  MR. COPE: 10 

  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members 11 

of the Board.  I would like to thank you for the 12 

opportunity to appear before you again to highlight 13 

what we believe to be the most salient features of our 14 

site and design and to describe the very substantial 15 

progress we've made since the last hearing in 16 

garnering much local support and the very tangible 17 

local approvals required to implement our project.   18 

  At our last hearing, we presented what we 19 

believe to very compelling map and sightline studies, 20 

which prove that the proposed Crossroads Development 21 

is located sufficiently far from the historic fabric 22 

of the town itself and the hallowed ground of the 23 

battlefields.  We demonstrated that due to topography 24 

and vegetation, the proposed development, which will 25 
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not exceed 50 feet in height, cannot be seen from even 1 

the most prominent battlefield elevations.  We are 2 

confident that we have maintained adequate and 3 

appropriate distance to ensure that these sacred 4 

monuments maintain the physical repose they deserve.   5 

  We believe these detailed studies were 6 

instrumental in allaying public concerns about the 7 

proximity of Crossroads to Gettysburg's many 8 

monuments, as evidenced by the Township's separate 9 

preliminary land development or site plan and zoning 10 

approvals that Dave had referenced earlier.  This 11 

image depicts the same site plan and layout that has 12 

already been approved by Straban Township.   13 

  Appropriately, our facility will be 14 

located on an established highway commercial strip, 15 

which is characterized by numerous commercial 16 

establishments, such as hotels and motels, major 17 

retail centers, fast-food franchises and the like, all 18 

leading east and away from the Borough of Gettysburg 19 

proper.  The scale height and massing of the proposed 20 

Crossroads project will not be out of character, 21 

particularly in light of the more recent Gateway 22 

Gettysburg Development directly across Route 30.  In 23 

fact, I should point out that our proposed buildings 24 

are actually one or two stories less in height than 25 
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many of the recently completed buildings along the 1 

Route 30 Corridor.   2 

  As easy as it will be for our customers 3 

to get to Crossroads, it will be just as easy for 4 

those with no interest in a gaming or entertainment 5 

experience to avoid our facility altogether.  6 

Crossroads is located just on the east side of U.S. 7 

Route 15, while the Borough of Gettysburg, the town 8 

itself, and the main battlefield attractions are on 9 

the opposite side of Route 15 far to the west.  There 10 

are also two clearly marked exits along Route 15 that 11 

lead directly to the Battlefield and the visitor 12 

centers without even passing the Crossroads site.   13 

  Our site at 58 acres is expansive.  It is 14 

of more than adequate size to accommodate all the uses 15 

currently contemplated for the project and those 16 

necessary to make it a truly full services destination 17 

resort.  In addition, as we will show, the site can 18 

easily accommodate future expansion.  As the name 19 

implies, and from its inception, Crossroads Gaming 20 

Resort and Spa will feature not only gaming but also a 21 

broad range of dining opportunities, a luxury hotel 22 

and spa and live entertainment in permanent, safe and 23 

attractive new buildings.  These buildings will be 24 

arrayed in a park-like setting with a focus on 25 
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creating an elegant sense of arrival amid arborocolic 1 

grounds.   2 

  We have organized the site with an 3 

environmentally sensitive development plan that meets 4 

or exceeds all required setbacks, includes abundant 5 

and mature landscaping, preserves established wetlands 6 

areas and includes new water features and fountains 7 

that will also enhance that sense of arrival.   8 

  Let's touch upon the extraordinary access 9 

to the site itself.  As our traffic engineer study 10 

indicates, the project to reconfigure the Route 15 and 11 

Route 30 interchange has just received environmental 12 

clearance by PennDOT.  Final design is commencing.  13 

The site, itself, features three ingress and egress 14 

points along our Route 30 frontage, all of which are 15 

consistent with PennDOT's planned interchange 16 

improvements, as well as with Straban Township's 17 

planned --- as well as Straban Township's traffic 18 

management plans.   19 

  Our multiple access points including two 20 

signalized intersections will effectively permit easy 21 

access onto the property and swiftly disperse traffic 22 

to their appropriate destination onsite, whether it be 23 

valet patrons to the main porte cochere, or self-park 24 

patrons to the garage, which abuts the casino on the 25 
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right.  Buses, service vehicles, trucks will enter the 1 

site to the east at the Smith Road entrance and are 2 

effectively and safely separated from our self-part 3 

and valet customer movements.  Our experience on many 4 

other gaming projects points to the importance of 5 

these multiple access points in ensuring that traffic 6 

will not back up onto adjacent arteries.  7 

  The main façade facing Route 30 is 8 

intended to be stately yet welcoming and accessible.  9 

The main casino entrance or porte cochere will provide 10 

a formal sense of arrival with a great vaulted canopy 11 

of glass and ornamental iron spanning the valet drop-12 

off area.  With a composition of low-slung buildings, 13 

none exceeding four stories, we have used articulated 14 

pavilions and porticos to create a sense of rhythm and 15 

a pedestrian friendly scale.  The height of this front 16 

façade is slightly exaggerated to create a more 17 

dramatic framework for the entrance and will also 18 

serve to screen any mechanical equipment.  Where 19 

possible, we have located restaurants and lounges 20 

along this front façade to help animate the space.  21 

  We're not proposing a Las Vegas style 22 

mega resort, which often relies on high rises and 23 

obtrusive signage and lighting.  Instead we are, as 24 

the name implies, creating a destination resort, 25 
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rather than an impulse attraction.  The design 1 

character is intended to be tasteful, elegant and 2 

attractive but not insistent or garish.  Colors will 3 

be muted and we will employ a neo-traditional design 4 

motif.  5 

  I'd like to take a few minutes to orient 6 

the Board to the interior organization of our 7 

facility.  We've elected to forego a temporary casino 8 

in favor of a larger permanent facility to accommodate 9 

3,000 slot machines from the outset.  In addition to 10 

the gaming activities, our development will include 11 

the hotel and spa and an extensive food and beverage 12 

program.  If we are to become a real destination and 13 

repeatedly draw visitors not only from south central 14 

Pennsylvania, but also from Maryland, D.C. and 15 

northern Virginia, we need their very first impression 16 

to be a positive one.  And we want these customers to 17 

be able to eat, drink, play and stay at the property 18 

if they so choose.   19 

  The four-story hotel, which you see on 20 

the lower left is convenient to the main porte cochere 21 

and enjoys easy access to both the reception area and 22 

the gaming floor proper.  The hotel layout envisions 23 

225 keys or rooms of which approximately 20 percent 24 

will be suites.  Beyond the formal but intimate hotel 25 
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lobby will be the entrance to a grand salon spa, which 1 

will feature juice bars, swimming pools, state-of-the-2 

art fitness and spa and treatment facilities.  This 3 

development will be supported by over 3,250 parking 4 

spaces, including an 1,800-space four-story parking 5 

structure just to the east of the casino.  And we will 6 

have separate valet parking areas.  Single level of 7 

underground parking with its own dedicated ramps and 8 

circulation areas will be used for these valet 9 

operations emanating from the porte cochere in front. 10 

In addition, a large open-air, but well landscaped and 11 

lighted surface parking field up in the northwest 12 

corner of the site will provide more than adequate 13 

employee parking areas and special event and overflow 14 

parking if need be.   15 

  We are also planning a significant bus 16 

program from destinations up to two hours away.  Our 17 

facility will be able to safely accommodate our bus 18 

customers, bus passengers.  And we are proposing a 19 

dedicated bus passenger loading area for up to five 20 

busses and a comfortable waiting lounge adjacent to 21 

this.  You will see the bus facility on the upper 22 

right corner.  In addition, we have incorporated a 23 

more remote parking area for longer-term bus storage.  24 

  Dining choices are important to the 25 
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gaming customer.  The various food and beverage venues 1 

on the gaming floor include a deli and a casual  2 

all-you-can-eat restaurant.  Together with a center 3 

stage lounge in the center of the gaming floor, which 4 

will feature smaller live entertainment acts and 5 

traditional additional dining venues on the second 6 

level, the total seating capacity for food and 7 

beverage venues will exceed 1,100 patrons at one time. 8 

 These venues will offer our customers diverse options 9 

in choices in terms of both cuisine and price point.   10 

  In grey on the upper left corner of the 11 

main gaming floor, you'll notice the back of house 12 

area.  These spaces include the cashier cage, 13 

surveillance and count rooms as well as the proposed 14 

Gaming Control Board Suite all linked to the main 15 

loading dock area and the secured armor car bay.  16 

Discreet dedicated parking is provided next to this 17 

for Gaming Control Board staff and state police.   18 

  As I mentioned, the main casino podium is 19 

actually a two-story structure with an open mezzanine 20 

like public space overlooking the gaming floor below. 21 

An elegant steakhouse, a lively diner and 24-hour 22 

coffee shop, as well as conference, meeting and 23 

breakout rooms all connected to the hotel operations 24 

will be on this level.  Additional back of house 25 
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areas, such as room service, kitchens and employee 1 

dining rooms, employee lounges, are also located here 2 

as well.   3 

  I'd like to very quickly present some 4 

interior design studies by the interior design 5 

consultant Yates-Silverman.  These depict the first 6 

impressions about the interior character and level of 7 

detail of various spaces within our facility.  While 8 

these are conceptual and will continue to be refined 9 

as we march toward completion of the actual building 10 

shell, these sketches do provide a glimpse of the rich 11 

and varied visual experiences that Crossroads 12 

customers can expect.  This first image shows the 13 

casino lobby space just inside of that porte cochere.  14 

  Here you see a snapshot of the gaming 15 

floor.  At the very center of the gaming floor, as I 16 

mentioned, will be a feature lounge and adjacent small 17 

stage, which should be a focal point for socializing. 18 

Interesting interior geometries, variations in the 19 

height and volume of our spaces and appropriate finish 20 

materials will all be used by our interior designers 21 

to create individually themed restaurants or rooms and 22 

parlors within the overall space.  When I refer to 23 

theming, I want to make it clear that our theming, 24 

both inside and out, will be subtle and for aesthetic 25 
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variety only.   1 

  Here you see a more intimate but highly 2 

finished space as one leaves the gaming floor toward 3 

the quieter hotel beyond.  Thanks to our large site 4 

and the Township's height limit with which this plan 5 

fully complies, the layout and constructability of the 6 

Crossroads plan is remarkably simple.  And sometimes 7 

simple is a good thing.  Comprised solely of low and 8 

mid-rise buildings on a site with more than adequate 9 

bearing capacity and little necessary grading, this 10 

project can be erected efficiently and very quickly.  11 

From the point of licensure and any other entitlements 12 

necessary to start construction, we estimate that the 13 

total duration of casino construction can be completed 14 

and ready for occupancy in approximately 16 to 18 15 

months with a full complement of 3,000 slot machines.  16 

  As envisioned in the legislation, we have 17 

given considerable thought to our ability to expand 18 

the Crossroads facility.  Again, much like the initial 19 

phase, the expansion plan is quite straightforward and 20 

simple.  As you can see from the areas highlighted in 21 

the darker red, the future expansion occurs to the 22 

north of the existing facility or towards what we 23 

generally acknowledge to be the back of the property. 24 

The benefit of expanding in this direction is that 25 
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customers arriving at Crossroads will not be 1 

inconvenienced at all during construction and the 2 

entire frontage and approach along Route 30 as well as 3 

access to our parking garages remain intact 4 

throughout.  I should point out that this expansion 5 

plan has similarly been approved by Straban Township 6 

Supervisors.   7 

  Again, moving inside the facility, the 8 

layout contemplates the potential expansion of each of 9 

our major components or uses.  Starting on the left, 10 

the hotel can be expanded by another 110 keys, or 11 

rooms, for a total of 335 rooms.  In addition, we are 12 

contemplating the potential addition of a flexible 13 

multi-purpose event center with upwards of 25,000 14 

square feet, which will be able to accommodate both 15 

live performances and catered social events.  The main 16 

gaming floor, of course, can be expanded to 17 

accommodate the statutory limit of 5,000 machines and 18 

would be accompanied by a proportionate increase in 19 

our food and beverage program.  Similarly the  20 

self-park garage, you see in the far right, would be 21 

expanded.  Upon full build-out, the total complement 22 

of parking will be approximately 5,000 spaces.  All of 23 

this can be accomplished without interruption to 24 

ongoing Crossroads operations and in a fashion that 25 
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will be seamless to our customers.   1 

  In closing, we believe that Crossroads 2 

Gaming Resort and Spa will greatly expand the 3 

entertainment offerings and complement Gettysburg as a 4 

tour and travel destination, encouraging longer visits 5 

to the region.  Crossroads will be a compelling and 6 

convenient alternative location to a number of gaming 7 

facilities in neighboring jurisdictions.  Like no 8 

other, this project has the ability to not only retain 9 

gaming dollars in Pennsylvania, but to attract 10 

significant customer base from our neighbors to the 11 

south.   12 

  We are sufficiently far from the 13 

battlefields to preserve their dignity.  We are 14 

afforded unparalleled access to the highway right to 15 

our site.  Once on the site, the customer will be 16 

treated to the broadest possible range of activities 17 

and amenities in attractive new buildings.  We have 18 

demonstrated that Crossroads can be erected quickly 19 

and expanded easily.   20 

  In addition to being a great corporate 21 

citizen, we are confident that Crossroads will fast 22 

become a good physical neighbor as well.  This is an 23 

incomparable opportunity for Adams County and the 24 

Commonwealth, and we look forward to working closely 25 
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with the Board and staff to bring Crossroads to 1 

fruition.  Again, thank you and happy holidays.  I 2 

would like now to introduce Tom Lettero, chief 3 

financial officer for Cannery Casino Resorts.  4 

  MR. LETTERO: 5 

  Good afternoon.  I'm Tom Lettero, the 6 

chief financial officer of Cannery Casino Resorts.  7 

This afternoon, I'll present a financial overview of 8 

the project that will include a description of the 9 

project financing sources and uses, the capitalization 10 

and the operating projections with the related 11 

assumptions.  The project will have $350 million in 12 

funding.  Upon approval of the gaming license, 13 

Crossroads will receive a cash equity contribution of 14 

$80 million from Silver Point Capital and will have 15 

access to senior credit facilities committed to by 16 

Goldman Sachs.  The senior credit facilities will be 17 

comprised of a $25 million revolver, a $125 million 18 

funded term loan and a $125 million delay draw term 19 

loan.  The combination of the equity contributions and 20 

credit facilities provide the project with more than 21 

adequate liquidity.   22 

  The capital structure will provide $67 23 

million of available liquidity.  Crossroads will have 24 

approximately $15 million of unrestricted cash 25 
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available for the operations upon opening, plus an 1 

interest reserve of $18 million for the construction 2 

period interest, plus a $25 million funded contingency 3 

in the construction budget, and 8 and a half million 4 

dollars of available credit under the revolver.  The 5 

capital structure is designed to provide conservative 6 

leverage at three and a half times and is supported by 7 

owners' equity of $83.6 million, which is 8 

approximately 24 percent of the capital structure.  9 

Many other recent casino developments are levered in 10 

excess of five times, some are even as high as seven 11 

times or more.   12 

  Let's talk about the sources and uses.  13 

The left-hand side of this chart reflects all the 14 

sources of funds that will be available to develop and 15 

operate the project.  The right-hand side of the chart 16 

indicates how the funds will be utilized.  Please note 17 

that under the debt sources, you will see that there 18 

is still $8.6 million of cash available under the 19 

revolver after funding the entire project and 20 

providing cash for the operation of the $15 million. 21 

Another key factor in the project is the lack of 22 

upfront costs.  Unlike many other projects in the 23 

Commonwealth, there are no entity acquisitions or 24 

large upfront costs to be funded which allows the vast 25 
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majority of the $350 million to be spent on the 1 

construction of a four-star resort and casino.  This 2 

combined with the low leverage allows us to develop a 3 

high-quality product that will maximize our 4 

visitation.   5 

  The substantial uses of funds related to 6 

the project are for the $50 million license fee, 7 

$177.2 million for construction costs, which includes 8 

funding the $25 million contingency, and $48 million 9 

for slot machine and related systems.   10 

  Kind of give you an overview of our 11 

revenue and expense assumptions related to our income 12 

projections.  Revenue projections are primarily driven 13 

by the size of the adult population income levels and 14 

propensity to gamble in the targeted market area.  15 

Approximately 95 percent of total revenue will be 16 

attributable to the operation of slot machines.  17 

Opening a permanent facility for our projections is 18 

expected to be January 1st, 2009 and there is no 19 

temporary facility.  The number of slot machines is 20 

held constant at 3,000 units, and there's no 21 

incremental benefit from additional slots considered 22 

in this analysis.  We assume that revenue grows at 23 

three percent per year.  We also assume our key 24 

competitors include Charles Town in West Virginia, the 25 
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proposed Penn National Racecourse in Grandfield, 1 

Pennsylvania, and Delaware Downs in Delaware --- Dover 2 

Downs in Delaware.  The projected expenses are 3 

consistent with Millennium's operating experience in 4 

Las Vegas, Detroit and other local market properties. 5 

Gaming taxes range from 56 to 50 percent, to 57 6 

percent of gaming revenues.  EBITDA margins are 7 

expected to remain consistent in the range of 8 

approximately 24 to 25 percent. 9 

  Some other key assumptions, maintenance 10 

capital expenditures are expected to range from $3 to 11 

$5 million in the first two years, then grow into $7 12 

to $10 upon stabilization.  Management fees are two 13 

percent of net gaming revenues and will be 14 

subordinated to the senior credit facilities.  The 15 

projections assume that 100 percent of the excess cash 16 

flow generated is used to repay debt.  The corporate 17 

tax rate assumed is 35 percent.   18 

  We utilized feasibility and market 19 

studies from two independent consultants to develop 20 

the revenue projections.  PKF Consulting, one the 21 

nation's largest hospitality consulting firms and 22 

Christiansen Capital Advisors, one of the world's 23 

leading analysts of gaming economics.  As you can see 24 

on this chart, the Crossroads' projections are in line 25 
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with the gross gaming revenues estimated by these 1 

independent experts.   2 

  Here is the projected income statement.  3 

There are several important items to highlight here.  4 

First total gross revenues from approximately $318 5 

million in 2009 grow to $358 million in the fifth year 6 

of operations.  And the gaming taxes paid to the 7 

Commonwealth grow from approximately $171 million in 8 

2009 to $191 million in the fifth year of operations. 9 

Approximately 60 percent of the gross revenues are 10 

expected to be generated by visitors from neighboring 11 

states.  Cash flow generated before management fee is 12 

expected to be $76.6 million in 2009 growing to $89.6 13 

million in the fifth year of operation.  As you can 14 

also see, net income increase is from $27.7 million in 15 

2009 to $37.9 million in the fifth year.   16 

  The projected cash flows.  This chart 17 

reflects the cash flow generated by the project.  The 18 

amount available to repay debt is substantial.  It 19 

increases from $42.1 million in 2009 to $48.7 million 20 

in the fifth year.  Utilizing the cash flow to reduce 21 

debt service creates a very healthy balance sheet as 22 

can be seen on this chart.  The key factors here are 23 

that cash remains relatively stable over the first 24 

five years, increasing slightly while total debt 25 
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decreases from $199.4 million in 2009 to just under 1 

$25 million in the year 2013.  The equity grows from 2 

$91.2 million in 2009 to $218.4 million in 2013.   3 

  In conclusion, the Crossroads project is 4 

financially viable generating strong revenues which 5 

stable financial support from both Silver Point 6 

Capital and Goldman Sachs, providing for an excellent 7 

return for its investors, as well as the Commonwealth. 8 

With over 60 percent of the revenues being generated 9 

from neighboring states, Crossroads provides a 10 

diversified revenue source which will result in 11 

significant tax revenues for the Commonwealth.  The 12 

conservative capital structure provides the project 13 

with adequate liquidity and the strong free cash flow 14 

profile results in substantial cash availability to 15 

repay debt and decrease leverage.   16 

  I thank you very much for your time.  And 17 

would like to now introduce to you Peter Tyson, vice 18 

president of PKF Consulting.  19 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 20 

  We're going to take a very quick break.  21 

All right?  Just a few minutes.  Thank you.  22 

SHORT BREAK TAKEN 23 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 24 

  We're going to go back in session, 25 
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please.  It's all yours.  Thank you.  1 

  MR. TYSON: 2 

  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members 3 

of the Board.  My name is Peter Tyson.  I addressed 4 

you at the Sugarhouse hearing, and I'm pleased to be 5 

back again today on behalf of the Crossroads Project. 6 

To refresh your memories, I'm a vice president in the 7 

Philadelphia Office of PKF Consulting, one of the 8 

nation's oldest and largest hospitality industry 9 

consulting firms.  And have been personally involved 10 

in gaming consulting since the mid-1970s with the 11 

advent of casino gaming in Atlantic City.  I since 12 

have performed various types of casino related 13 

analyses in nine states in the United States as well 14 

as in Canada, the Caribbean, South America and the 15 

near and Fareast.  16 

  In February 2005 and again in September 17 

2006, PKF was asked to prepare independent casino win 18 

projections for the Category 2 casino proposed for 19 

Adams County, Pennsylvania.  Our updated projections 20 

assume the following, a specific site at the 21 

intersections of Routes 15 and 30, 3,000 slot machines 22 

at Crossroads with a 225-room hotel and a full array 23 

of food, beverage, entertainment and supporting 24 

facilities, competition throughout the region 25 
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including a racino at the Penn National Raceway, 1 

specific marketing efforts focused on the 2 

Baltimore/Washington market and management by 3 

Millennium Gaming.   4 

  As the Board has heard numerous 5 

descriptions of the drive time win projection 6 

methodology, which I basically used, I again won't 7 

take up your valuable time to go through my 8 

projections in detail.  However, there is some 9 

critical factors relating to a casino in Adams County 10 

that should be emphasized.  The map shown on the 11 

screen provides a perspective as to the reach of the 12 

60-mile or one-hour drive radius from Crossroads and 13 

how much of the Baltimore/Washington area it covers.  14 

It's obvious from the map that the Crossroads Gaming 15 

Resort would be in an excellent position to penetrate 16 

this effluent market.    17 

  Now, let's take a look at the market zone 18 

map that we prepared for this Applicant.  First and 19 

foremost, we considered all of the potentially 20 

competitive venues in defining our zones and probable 21 

areas of penetration.  If you take a look at the red 22 

dots which symbolize potential or an existing gaming 23 

venues.  Starting at the west you'll see some of the 24 

Pittsburgh area.  We did have two Category 3s 25 
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represented in our analysis in western Pennsylvania, 1 

which have since been withdrawn.  If I were to revise 2 

my projections, there might be a modest increase in my 3 

numbers, but nothing material.  Heading to the 4 

northwest of Crossroads with a flag is one of our two 5 

primary competitors, the proposed racino at Penn 6 

National Raceway, then a facility proposed Category 2, 7 

we assumed in the Allentown/Bethlehem area.  And then 8 

as you go around, you'll see there's a dot there for 9 

the new racino in Yonkers, which will penetrate the 10 

New York market to a degree.  Then down to the four 11 

Category 2 --- excuse me, the two Category 1 and two 12 

Category 2 facilities in the Philadelphia area, 13 

Atlantic City, Dover Downs in Delaware and Harrington 14 

Raceway in Delaware, Delaware Park in Delaware and 15 

finally to the southwest, our primary competitor, 16 

Charles Town in West Virginia.  With Crossroads 17 

located just 14 miles north of the Maryland border, 18 

the casino would focus on the more affluent and nearby 19 

Baltimore/Washington market currently served mostly by 20 

Charles Town Race and Slots in West Virginia, which is 21 

virtually the same drive time away as Crossroads.  22 

Charles Town reported a casino win of $437 million net 23 

in fiscal year ending January 30, '06 with an average 24 

of 4,110 slots.  Further Dover Downs in Delaware 25 
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attributed close to 60 percent of its over $200 1 

million win in that year to Maryland, Washington and 2 

Virginia.  Based on actual drive times, the Crossroads 3 

site is 18 minutes closer to Baltimore County than 4 

Charles Town and almost exactly the same driving time 5 

from the Cities of Baltimore and Washington.  No other 6 

Category 2 Applicant would be marketing to any degree 7 

to the huge Baltimore/Washington market of some 4.9 8 

million adults.  And the Commonwealth should not miss 9 

this opportunity to import casino revenues from 10 

outside the state.   11 

  In fact, the innovation group report 12 

prepared for the Commonwealth in September 2003 13 

assumed a casino Category 2 license in Shrewsbury in 14 

south central Pennsylvania east of the Crossroads 15 

site.  That report stated quote, besides downtown 16 

Philadelphia, Shrewsbury near the Maryland border, 17 

adds the most casino revenues, $296 million, closed 18 

quote.  Further the report stated even with the 19 

Maryland impact, meaning should Maryland legalize slot 20 

gaming, Shrewsbury remains the second highest value 21 

added facility in this state, second only to 22 

Allentown.   23 

  Based on our estimated penetrations or 24 

market shares of the 6.3 million adults residing 25 
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within the counties in our three zones from our zone 1 

map, all of which are within a 90-minute drive of 2 

Crossroads, through the application of industry-3 

supported propensity, frequency and win per unit 4 

metrics, and estimating some win to accrue from 5 

existing hotel guests in the Adams County area, we 6 

projected a stabilized year casino win of $303 million 7 

or $277 per unit per day for the Crossroads facility 8 

in 2006 dollars.  If you adjust that to 2005 dollars, 9 

that number drops to roughly $295 million.  Some 60 to 10 

65 percent of the estimated win comes from outside of 11 

the Commonwealth.  The estimates prepared by the 12 

taskforce projected a stabilized year win for 13 

Crossroads of approximately $278 million in '05 14 

dollars.  The difference between our estimate and 15 

theirs, therefore, is only 6.1 percent.  The 16 

Applicant's estimate for a stabilized year is 17 

similarly only four percent apart from the taskforce 18 

estimate.  We, therefore, are quite comfortable that 19 

our stabilized year projections and our projections 20 

for the interim periods are reasonable and attainable. 21 

In comparison again, Crossroads primary competitor, 22 

Charles Town, which is owned by Penn National Gaming 23 

is one of the most profitable regional casinos in the 24 

U.S. with 2005 casino revenue of $414 million and an 25 
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EBITDA of $130 million.  Their win per unit per day in 1 

'05 was $293 with over 4,100 slots.  Charles Town 2 

plans to add another 800 slots indicating their faith 3 

in the depth of their admitted primary market in the 4 

Baltimore/Washington area.   5 

  Concerning the issue of potential slots 6 

gaming in Maryland, the passage of enabling 7 

legislation appears unlikely in the near future in our 8 

opinion based on the past and current leanings of the 9 

State House and opposition from areas like Frederick 10 

County and its efforts to legislative ban on slots 11 

gaming in that county.  Should Maryland legalize slots 12 

however, we estimate that the revenue impact on 13 

Crossroads will be between 15 and 20 percent leaving 14 

Crossroads a substantial cushion above its break-even 15 

revenue level.   16 

  There are four other Applicants for the 17 

second at large Category 2 license in Pennsylvania, 18 

two in the Allentown/Bethlehem corridor and two in the 19 

Poconos.  These are in addition to the now open 20 

Mohegan Sun Casino at Pocono Downs near Wilkes-Barre. 21 

These venues would all be competing for virtually the 22 

same gaming market, northeastern and east central 23 

Pennsylvania, northwestern New Jersey, which combined 24 

the whole population of some 7 million, and to a 25 
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limited degree the New York metro area, which now has 1 

a racino of its own.  Thus up to three venues could be 2 

competing for a demand from a market of some 7 million 3 

adults while leaving the 4.9 million adult 4 

Baltimore/Washington market virtually untapped by 5 

Pennsylvania's gaming operations.  Further, without a 6 

Category 2 license in south central Pennsylvania, much 7 

of the gaming revenue generated by Pennsylvania 8 

residents in that area would continue to flow out of 9 

state to Charles Town in West Virginia.   10 

  As the data on the table on the screen 11 

indicates, in terms of gaming revenue generation 12 

potential, the counties within the primary market 13 

zones for Crossroads are generally more affluent than 14 

those comprising both the Penn National and Allentown, 15 

Bethlehem, Pocono target markets.  Overall, the 16 

households in the Crossroad market reported a median 17 

household income of some $11,000 or 19 percent higher 18 

than that of the Allentown, Bethlehem, Pocono market 19 

in '03 equating to substantially greater discretionary 20 

income for entertainment.  Upon consideration of this 21 

factor, we estimated stabilized win levels for the at 22 

large Category 2 casinos each with 3,000 machines and 23 

the Mohegan Sun Pocono Downs Category 1 racino with 24 

2,000 machines under two scenarios.  Scenario one 25 
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where one Category 2 license is granted in the 1 

Allentown, Bethlehem, Pocono's area and one is granted 2 

to the Crossroads Casino.  This is in addition, of 3 

course, to the Mohegan Sun.  Scenario two was where 4 

both Category 2 licenses were granted to projects 5 

either in Allentown, Bethlehem area or the Pocono's.  6 

The comparative estimates that we prepared, which were 7 

outlined in detail in our report, which hopefully 8 

you’ve seen, indicated that the combined Allentown, 9 

Bethlehem, Pocono's market would achieve an aggregate 10 

casino win of some $496 million under scenario one 11 

with the racino and one Category 2 license, which when 12 

added to the $303 million estimated for Crossroads, as 13 

the other Category 2 at-large license, resulted in a 14 

combined total casino revenue for those areas of $800 15 

million.   16 

  On the other hand, if both Category 2  17 

at-large licenses are awarded in the same general area 18 

of northeastern Pennsylvania, in addition again to 19 

Mohegan Sun, our total casino revenue estimate is only 20 

$572 million.  Again, that's without the Crossroads.  21 

Some 40 percent less than scenario one.   22 

  Assuming a tax rate approximating 56 23 

percent, this would result in a loss of some $128 24 

million in a stabilized year in gaming tax revenue to 25 
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the Commonwealth.  As a primary objective of the 1 

Gaming Act is to maximize the amount of Gaming Tax 2 

revenue to the Commonwealth, scenario one with a 3 

casino at Crossroads drawing from the 4 

Baltimore/Washington market coupled with one Category 5 

2 license in the Allentown, Bethlehem, Pocono's area 6 

drawing for their market would, in our opinion, 7 

clearly better meet that objective.   8 

  In summary, the Crossroads Project, one, 9 

will be the only Pennsylvania licensee to primarily 10 

target and penetrate the large and lucrative 11 

Baltimore/Washington area market.  Two, will generate 12 

healthy casino revenue levels in excess of $300 13 

million.  And three, will meet the Commonwealth's 14 

objective of maximizing gaming tax revenues.   15 

  On a coincidental personal note, my great 16 

grandfather served with the 16th Pennsylvania Calvary 17 

at Gettysburg.  He was later wounded at the Battle of 18 

Sailor's Creek in Virginia just four days before the 19 

end of the war.  Despite this personal connection with 20 

Gettysburg, I see nothing demeaning or disrespectful 21 

to the memories of those who fought at Gettysburg by 22 

the presence of a casino at the proposed site and do 23 

not believe it detracts, in any way, from the 24 

solemnity of the battlefield.  To the contrary, the 25 
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increased visitation to the area that the casino will 1 

provide could well expose millions of additional 2 

Americans to this historic place and enhance its 3 

memory and levels of visitation.   4 

  I appreciate this opportunity to appear 5 

before you again and look forward to answering any 6 

questions you may have.  I'd like now to introduce 7 

Adam Rosenberg, a managing director and co-head of the 8 

Goldman Sachs Gaming Group. 9 

  MR. ROSENBERG: 10 

  Thank you, Peter.  Good afternoon, ladies 11 

and gentlemen.  My name is Adam Rosenberg, and it is 12 

an honor to be appearing before you today.  As 13 

mentioned, I am a managing director in the investment 14 

banking division of Goldman Sachs.  As co-head of the 15 

firm's gaming group, I am in charge of helping to 16 

manage all advisory and financing work we do as a firm 17 

in connection with casino and gaming enterprises 18 

around the world.  And I have watched with great 19 

anticipation as the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has 20 

moved forward in making gaming a reality in this 21 

state.   22 

  Goldman Sachs is one of the oldest 23 

financial institutions in the world.  We build our 24 

client relationships one at a time carefully and quite 25 
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selectively.  Our reputation is our best asset.  While 1 

our business is transaction oriented, we focus on the 2 

long-term nature of our client relationships, their 3 

revolving needs, as opposed to any one particular 4 

transaction.  Our client base is global and 5 

diversified and our clients look to us for our 6 

expertise in the quality of our judgements.  In 7 

investment banking that means providing strategic 8 

advice and access to capital, debt and equity and all 9 

things in between.   10 

  As you can see, while Goldman Sachs is 11 

headquartered in New York, we are a global firm having 12 

over 40 offices worldwide employing approximately 13 

26,000 professionals around the globe.  The scope of 14 

our global franchise enables us to touch the most 15 

important transactions to the leading companies, 16 

financial institutions and governments around the 17 

world.  Goldman Sachs is active across many aspects of 18 

the financial services industry.   19 

  We are organized into six major divisions 20 

with each division being a leader in its particular 21 

area of influence.  Perhaps the business we are best 22 

known for is our investment banking franchise.  And 23 

the gaming group that I help run sits within the 24 

firm's investment banking division.  As in baseball, 25 
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we in investment banking measure our performance 1 

according to publicly league tables.  Each year, 2 

Goldman Sachs leads in the core competencies of 3 

strategic advisory and capital raising.  While our 4 

competitors bounce around between second, third or 5 

fourth place, Goldman Sachs is consistently number one 6 

in mergers and acquisitions, or M&A advisory, year 7 

after year.  We are also the premier equity issuance 8 

franchise on Wall Street where we are consistently 9 

number one and we are leader in the debt capital 10 

markets as well.  Moreover no firm has executed more 11 

gaming M&A transactions than Goldman Sachs.  We have 12 

completed some of the most high profile equity 13 

issuances in the gaming sector and we have broken new 14 

ground, literally, having underwritten market changing 15 

casino resort construction projects in the U.S. and in 16 

Asia.  More on those aspects in a moment.   17 

  In addition to our performance in the 18 

league tables, we pride ourselves on the recognition 19 

we receive consistently from industry watchers and 20 

financial publications, such as Fortune, Euro Money 21 

and Global Finance Magazines.  Each year Goldman Sachs 22 

received highly coveted awards as best investment 23 

bank, best M&A franchise, best equity franchise or 24 

best deal of the year among other accolades.   25 
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  Taking a closer look at our gaming 1 

franchise in particular, this slide lists some recent 2 

M&A situations in which Goldman Sachs served as 3 

advisor.  I would just point out that our advisory 4 

business is unique in terms of how diversified our 5 

transactions are.  Our clients are public and private 6 

companies, domestic and international enterprises, 7 

casino operators and gaming technology businesses.  8 

And our business is extensive on both the buy side and 9 

the sell side.   10 

  Turning from M&A to capital markets 11 

transactions, you'll recognize that our client base 12 

includes virtually all of the name brand players in 13 

the gaming sector and is also quite diversified.  And 14 

we are innovators.  We underwrote the largest ever 15 

gaming IPO, the largest ever secondary stock offering 16 

for a gaming company and the first ever commercial 17 

mortgage backed financing for a gaming property.  18 

Perhaps more relevant to why we are here today, we 19 

have particular expertise in financing casino resort 20 

projects like the Crossroads Project.  We are an 21 

active participant in the senior portions of our 22 

clients' balance sheets, their credit facilities.  And 23 

we have underwritten some of the most high profile 24 

ground-up construction projects ever undertaken.  We 25 
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at Goldman Sachs understand how to get large-scale 1 

casino resort construction projects done having 2 

underwritten such projects in established markets like 3 

Las Vegas and Atlantic City as well as first ever 4 

financings to support construction projects in new 5 

markets like Macau and Singapore.   6 

  In closing, I would like to say that I 7 

personally look forward to bringing our gaming 8 

expertise, as well as the significant firm-wide 9 

resources of Goldman Sachs to bear in support of the 10 

Crossroads Gaming Resort and Spa and in playing a role 11 

in ensuring the success of gaming in the Commonwealth 12 

of Pennsylvania.  We are committed to underwriting all 13 

aspects of the project's balance sheet, which will 14 

include a $25 million revolving credit facility, a 15 

$125 million-funded term loan and a $125 million 16 

delayed-draw term loan for a total of $275 million of 17 

committed debt financing.   18 

  While there are numerous projects 19 

strengths that have been covered in detail here this 20 

afternoon, I want to spend a moment emphasizing three 21 

key aspects that make this project extremely 22 

attractive from the capital markets perspective.  One 23 

is the management team.  Millennium Gaming is well 24 

known for their integrity, efficiency and successful 25 
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property operations in several gaming markets.  And I 1 

know this Board is familiar with Millennium in 2 

connection with their Meadow's licensing process.  Two 3 

is the local equity sponsorship.  David LeVan's family 4 

has a long history of ties to Adams County and the 5 

battlefield he cares so much about.  He also became a 6 

firm client long ago in his previous life as the 7 

chairman and CEO of Conrail.  And Goldman Sachs is 8 

proud to be working with David once again.  Three is 9 

the involvement of Silver Point, a highly respected 10 

investment fund with deep relationships within Goldman 11 

Sachs and a stellar reputation in the capital markets. 12 

Few private equity firms have as much gaming sector 13 

expertise as Silver Point does.  And their commitment 14 

to the Crossroads Project gives us an additional 15 

degree of comfort and confidence.   16 

  Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes my 17 

prepared remarks.  I thank you very much for your kind 18 

attention today.  And I'll be happy to answer any 19 

questions you might have at the end of the 20 

presentation.  I'd now like to introduce Mr. Guy 21 

Hillyer, executive vice president of Millennium 22 

Gaming, who will discuss the topics of responsible 23 

gaming and diversity. 24 

  MR. HILLYER: 25 
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  Thank you, Adam.  For the record, my name 1 

is Guy Hillyer.  Mr. Chairman and members of the 2 

Board, this afternoon, I'm going to present Crossroads 3 

diversity and responsible gaming plans.  Millennium 4 

has a proven track record of establishing and 5 

implementing effective diversity programs.  In the 6 

casinos that we operate presently in Las Vegas, we 7 

have implemented a solid affirmative action plan.  8 

Within company over 54 percent of our employees 9 

represent ethnic minorities.  In Detroit, we created 10 

programs that met or exceeded the law and the 11 

expectations of government officials and community 12 

leaders.  The City of Detroit had one of the most 13 

stringent set of diversity requirements in the 14 

country.  While operating the Greek Town Casino, we 15 

more than fulfilled their requirements.  It took hard 16 

work to accomplish that goal.  We met with the Detroit 17 

Council of Baptist Pastors to tap into their 18 

congregations that reached some 300,000 residents to 19 

present our employment opportunities and coordinate 20 

employment fairs.  We worked with the Detroit Urban 21 

League and tied into their employment programs, which 22 

annually tracked over 30,000 job candidates.  We 23 

worked with the local chapter of the African American 24 

Association of businesses and contractors to recruit 25 
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both employees and qualified vendors.  We worked with 1 

over 140 community-based organizations in Detroit to 2 

promote our job opportunities.  In addition, we worked 3 

with the Booker T. Washington Business Association, 4 

the Detroit Neighborhood Network and the local chapter 5 

of the NAACP to promote the opportunities of Greek 6 

Town.   7 

  When we speak of our ability to 8 

effectively implement a diversity program, you can be 9 

assured we already have the necessary experience.  At 10 

The Meadows, our diversity efforts are running full 11 

speed ahead.  On Monday of this week, we held an 12 

orientation meeting at the racetrack for faith-based 13 

and minority organizations in the Pittsburgh community 14 

to begin our good faith effort to build a diverse 15 

workforce.  In connection with our commitment to 16 

establish diversity amongst our vendors, The Meadows 17 

developed a list of potential vendors, and based on 18 

that list, a letter was sent on August 15th to 350 19 

companies requesting its status as either a certified 20 

minority and/or women-owned business and if such, 21 

proof of the same.  In addition, prior to bidding for 22 

goods or services, The Meadows will be researching 23 

potential minority and/or women-owned vendors using 24 

the Board's and other relevant websites.   25 
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  We are committed to do the same at 1 

Crossroads.  The Crossroads Diversity Program is 2 

designed to assure equal opportunity for all persons 3 

regardless of race, religion, gender, age or 4 

disability.  We will establish a talented staff of 5 

employees that represent the ethnic mix and cultural 6 

diversity of south central Pennsylvania.  To recruit 7 

our employees, we will implement recruiting tools, 8 

such as targeted niche publications, radio station 9 

ads, job fairs, vocational schools and other  10 

non-traditional media opportunities.  We will 11 

establish --- excuse me.  We will distribute 12 

recruitment listing and employment opportunities to 13 

the publishers of church and civic organization 14 

newsletters as well as a variety of websites.  As 15 

important, we will maintain a diverse group of vendors 16 

and suppliers to ensure a balanced representation of 17 

minority and women-owned businesses.  I should note 18 

that we will also work to utilize local businesses.  19 

As you know, we've recently broken ground on our new 20 

Meadows temporary casino in Washington County.  And I 21 

am proud to report that nearly all of the companies 22 

hired to date are locally owned.  A very valuable 23 

tool, the Board's list of minority and women-owned 24 

businesses will be utilized extensively.  And we 25 
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sincerely thank you for that.   1 

  We will establish a diversity committee 2 

to gather data and report regularly on compliance with 3 

our program.  The committee will strive to 4 

consistently ensure Crossroads is doing everything in 5 

its power to provide employment opportunities to all 6 

qualified applicants.  The committee will establish 7 

and maintain initiatives that focus on hiring and 8 

procurement procedures that reflect our commitment to 9 

diversity.   10 

  Our CEO, Dave LeVan, has a long history 11 

of commitment to diversity.  During his long tenure at 12 

Conrail, Dave was responsible for the railroad's 13 

minority-owned business outreach program.  Conrail was 14 

regularly recognized for its outstanding 15 

accomplishments in diversity by the Federal Railroad 16 

Administration.  At Gettysburg College, Dave and his 17 

classmate, Bruce Gordon, who is now president and CEO 18 

of the NAACP, each donated $500,000 to endow a $1 19 

million scholarship fund in Mr. Gordon's name for 20 

minority students.  Dave's commitment to Crossroads 21 

Diversity Program is so strong that he asked to be a 22 

member of our Diversity Committee through the opening 23 

of the resort so that he can do his best to ensure 24 

that we reach our employment and vendor goals in the 25 
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area of diversity.  Equally Silver Point has a clear 1 

commitment to equal employment and diversity in letter 2 

and in spirit.  Beyond what you see in a typical 3 

diversity plan, Silver Point has in place agreements 4 

with employee search firms that strongly encourage the 5 

firms to provide candidates with ethnic diversity.   6 

  Dave's commitment to Crossroads diversity 7 

program is so strong that he asked to be a member of 8 

our diversity committee through the opening of the 9 

resort so that he can do his best to ensure that we 10 

reach our employment and vendor goals in the area of 11 

diversity.   12 

  Equally, Silver Point has a clear 13 

commitment to equal employment and diversity in letter 14 

and in spirit.  Beyond what you see in a typical 15 

diversity plan, Silver Point has in place agreements 16 

with employee search firms that strongly encourage the 17 

firms to provide candidates with ethnic diversity. 18 

  The company has an established culture 19 

committee composed of employees from across the 20 

spectrum of the organization to examine the culture of 21 

the organization and recommend specific measures to be 22 

taken to make the organization welcoming and 23 

inclusive.   24 

  The owners and management of Crossroads 25 
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have a demonstrated track record of establishing and 1 

maintaining effective diversity programs.  You have 2 

our commitment.  We will do the same at Crossroads.   3 

  A responsible gaming program for our 4 

committee is not just something we have to do.  It's 5 

very real for us.  Bill Paulos, one of our principals, 6 

is a Board member of the Nevada Problem Gambling 7 

Center.  I am a founding member of the Nevada's 8 

Project 21, a program designed to educate minors and 9 

prevent underage gambling.  I am also a member and 10 

former --- excuse me, a member and officer of the 11 

Nevada Council on Problem Gambling.  As well, I was a 12 

member of the American Gaming Association's task force 13 

that authored the Responsible Gaming Guide.  The guide 14 

has served as a model throughout the gaming industry 15 

in the design of problem gaming programs.   16 

  We have all the necessary components of a 17 

very comprehensive compulsive and problem gambling 18 

plan.  We will continuously work to enhance the plan 19 

to ensure the plan's long-term success.  Our employees 20 

will receive training in their orientation program 21 

before they start work.  The education will continue 22 

with periodic reinforcement training.  Our patrons 23 

will see our commitment in signage, posters, and in 24 

our employee's actions.   25 
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  In short, when you walk into Crossroads, 1 

our commitment to responsible gaming will be clearly 2 

evident.  Training for our employees will be developed 3 

and conducted by qualified treatment professionals.  4 

Training and testing will be required for all gaming 5 

employees.  We will implement procedures to train our 6 

employees on how to identify self-excluded persons and 7 

diligently work to maintain the confidentiality of 8 

program participants.  And similar to the diversity 9 

committee I described earlier, we will create and 10 

empower a problem gambling committee, the committee 11 

will establish, enforce, and ensure the success of the 12 

Crossroads problem gambling plan.   13 

  Finally, Crossroads will develop 14 

procedures to enforce the requirements pertaining to 15 

the prohibition of underage gaming and the 16 

confiscation and distribution of winnings.   17 

  Our commitment to promote responsible 18 

gaming practices has never been stronger.  We want our 19 

visitors to truly enjoy their experience responsibly. 20 

  Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, 21 

we understand the vital importance of an effective, 22 

responsible gaming program.  We are truly sensitive to 23 

the responsibility of creating and maintaining 24 

diversity within our work force and our vendors.  Our 25 
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commitment to these programs is unwavering.   1 

  Thank you.  I would now like to introduce 2 

Mr. Tom Weaver, Adams County Commissioner.   3 

  MR. WEAVER: 4 

  Chairman Decker, members of the Gaming 5 

Control Board, good afternoon.  As indicated, I am Tom 6 

Weaver, Adams County Commissioner.  I'm currently 7 

serving in my fourth term.  Prior to my election as 8 

commissioner, I served as Mayor of McSherrystown 9 

Borough for ten years.  I have been active in Adams 10 

County public service for nearly 28 years.  As I 11 

testified to you in April, I did not take a position 12 

on the Crossroads project until eight months after it 13 

had been announced.  During that time I extensively 14 

evaluated several important criteria I believe to be 15 

necessary to make a good decision for Adams County.  I 16 

concluded that the proposed location was consistent 17 

with the county's desired land use planning and 18 

economic development strategy.   19 

  To support my conclusion, I presented to 20 

the Board in April three comprehensive reports.  These 21 

reports were the Battelle study of 1988, the 1991 22 

Adams County Comprehensive Plan, Chapter III, the 23 

growth management plan, and the Business Park Site 24 

Study and Development Strategy of 1992.  These reports 25 
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dating back nearly 20 years all concur that the Route 1 

15-30 corridor was the appropriate location for 2 

expanding commercial development in Adams County.  All 3 

three reports agree that the 15-30 corridor is 4 

appropriate because this geographical location does 5 

not impact the integrity or sanctity of the Gettysburg 6 

National Military Park.   7 

  Furthermore, these reports conclude that 8 

commercial development along this corridor should be 9 

compatible with the county's economic bases of tourism 10 

and agriculture.   11 

  Since the public input hearings in April, 12 

several significant decisions and activities have 13 

occurred that bolsters continued expansion of the   14 

15-30 corridor.  Let me elaborate with some specifics. 15 

  The proposed Crossroads project site is 16 

located in the northeast quadrant of the 15-30 17 

interchange.  The southeastern quadrant of the 18 

corridor is home to the Adams Commerce Center and 19 

Gateway Gettysburg.   20 

  Gateway Gettysburg began operations in 21 

the early spring of 2006.  Gateway Gettysburg 22 

currently offers tourists two hotels, a conference 23 

center, a ballroom, large screen multiplex theaters 24 

and restaurants.  A third hotel is under construction 25 
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and a fourth is planned for the site as well.   1 

  I recently interviewed the principle 2 

investor and developer of Gateway Gettysburg, Mr. 3 

Robert Monahan, Jr., about his project.  Monahan is 4 

confident that the Gateway project will dramatically 5 

expand Adams County's already thriving tourism base. 6 

Many tourism officials and government leaders agree 7 

with Mr. Monahan.   8 

  Since opening earlier this year, Gateway 9 

Gettysburg has already confirmed many significant 10 

bookings from the corporate and government sectors.  11 

Some of these groups include the National Institutes 12 

of Health, the National Defense Logistics Agency, 13 

Johns Hopkins Medical Group and Georgetown University.  14 

  Most of this business is coming from the 15 

target markets of Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 16 

Washington, D.C. and Baltimore.   17 

  I specifically asked Mr. Monahan if he 18 

was receiving any pushback or concerns from potential 19 

clients knowing that a slots parlor was proposed 20 

adjacent to Gateway.  His answer was not at all.  In 21 

fact, Monahan added that many future clients are 22 

asking about the slots parlor with very positive 23 

comments. 24 

  The 600 rooms at Gateway Gettysburg, in 25 
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addition to the 225 rooms proposed by Crossroads will 1 

provide considerable lodging opportunities.  Most 2 

importantly, accessing the Crossroads slot parlor will 3 

not require transportation as all of these rooms are 4 

within a short five-minute walking distance of each 5 

other.   6 

  The Gateway project is clearly consistent 7 

with the planning studies as prepared years ago.  Most 8 

importantly, however, the Gateway project, as large 9 

and encompassing as it is, has not impacted in any way 10 

the Gettysburg National Military Park or any of its 11 

related historical sites.   12 

  On October 12th, 2006, the Adams County 13 

Economic Development Corporation unanimously adopted a 14 

long-term strategic plan.  The corporation executive 15 

board membership includes broad community interests 16 

ranging from typical businesses like banks, utilities, 17 

retailers, professional services and educational 18 

institutions.   19 

  The corporation is recognized by the 20 

county commissioners as the lead economic development 21 

agency for the county.  The adopted long-term plan 22 

calls for the continued commercial development of the 23 

15-30 corridor.   24 

  Since the announcement by Crossroads 25 
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officials of the resort location, ground has been 1 

broken on several projects at the Adams Commerce 2 

Center. 3 

  Two of these projects are significant 4 

healthcare operations.  The first project, owned by a 5 

group of physicians, is a 56,000 square foot medical 6 

facility.  The second project is a major medical 7 

facility being built by WellSpan Health.  This $28 8 

million project will provide 85,000 square feet of 9 

comprehensive medical services.   10 

  The point to be underscored here is that 11 

the proposal by Crossroads did not create any pause or 12 

hesitation from these projects to move forward, 13 

knowing that the slots parlor was in the same 14 

commercial district.   15 

  Crossroad Resorts (sic) and Spa will 16 

generate $16 million in local tax revenue.  Most of 17 

this revenue will allow county leaders to preserve and 18 

expand the county's economic bases of agriculture and 19 

tourism.  These dollars will also allow county and 20 

municipal leaders to considerably lessen the local tax 21 

burden.   22 

  The property tax structure of Adams 23 

County, and particularly Gettysburg Borough, continues 24 

to shrink with land uses that are exempt from 25 
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taxation.  This constricted tax base not only 1 

overburdens taxpayers but prevents investment in many 2 

economic expansion programs. 3 

  The new revenue gained under the slots 4 

amendment will be shared by the county, Gettysburg 5 

Borough, Straban Township and all of the 6 

municipalities in Adams County.  Gettysburg Borough 7 

will now be able to properly fund the services and 8 

infrastructure required for visitors to the National 9 

Military Park.   10 

  In summarizing my testimony today, the 11 

message is very clear.  A strategy conceived more than 12 

20 years ago to grow and expand a commercial corridor 13 

along Routes 15 and 30 in Adams County has been 14 

successful.  This success was rooted in sound land-use 15 

practices and a wise economic development strategy. 16 

  Now, nearly 20 years later, the expansion 17 

of this strategy has been embraced by county leaders 18 

and the business community.   19 

  Most importantly, this plan to grow and 20 

expand the 15-30 corridor has not and will not create 21 

any adverse impacts to the Gettysburg National 22 

Military Park, so let us put to rest any concern today 23 

and forever that the proposed hotel and slots parlor 24 

proposed by Crossroads is not appropriate for this 25 
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location.  It is very much appropriate and consistent 1 

with the true, tried and tested land-use decisions of 2 

Adams County.   3 

  Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board, thank 4 

you, and I would now like to turn it over to Dave 5 

LeVan for his conclusions. 6 

  MR. LEVAN: 7 

  Well, let me thank you again for having 8 

us before you today.  When we began this process 9 

nearly two years ago, we believed in the incredible 10 

potential of this project and nothing has changed our 11 

minds.  In fact, if anything, we believe in Crossroads 12 

now more than ever. 13 

  As you consider our application, I think 14 

you will find that we meet the considerations that you 15 

are looking for from the applicants.  Suitability.  By 16 

partnering with Millennium Gaming, we have brought in 17 

a gaming company whose principals have over 60 years 18 

of combined experience developing, owning and 19 

operating some of the world's most famous and 20 

successful gaming resorts. 21 

  And with a first-class operator and 22 

without competing interest in neighboring 23 

jurisdictions, there is no risk of this facility being 24 

used by this operator as a loss leader for the 25 
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marketing of other facilities with a more potentially 1 

favorable tax structure. 2 

  Financial wherewithal, our project is 3 

backed with an $80 million equity investment by Silver 4 

Point Capital, a $6 billion investment firm and a $275 5 

million in financing that has been committed by 6 

Goldman Sachs, one of the world's premier investment 7 

banks.   8 

  Both are in the business of analyzing and 9 

funding prospective deals that they believe to be 10 

lucrative.  They compared the market area for 11 

Crossroads with other markets in Pennsylvania and the 12 

U.S. to arrive at their judgments that they felt were 13 

reasonable and conservative as to the potential gaming 14 

revenues for this project.  And I think it's fair to 15 

say that their independently derived results are 16 

totally consistent with the feasibility studies that 17 

we have commissioned.   18 

  Location.  Unlike other applicants who 19 

have to build a tourism trade, we already have that in 20 

Adams County.  The people are here.  The only things 21 

we don’t have are slot machines.   22 

  In all, more than 2.5 million people 23 

visit the ten-mile area surrounding our project each 24 

year.  Our location near the lucrative 25 
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Baltimore/Washington, D.C. metropolitan area is 1 

unparalleled.  And unlike other Category 2 at large 2 

applicants, we don’t have to compete with a large 3 

number of casinos in New York, Connecticut, New 4 

Jersey, not to mention Pocono Downs.   5 

  If the state has a goal of achieving a 6 

billion dollars of property tax relief for its 7 

citizens, the Commonwealth has the ability to hit the 8 

ground running here at Crossroads.     9 

  Traffic.  To enhance our location, we 10 

have committed nearly $4 million in traffic flow 11 

improvements along the Route 30 corridor to widen the 12 

road, to improve the flow of traffic and we are 13 

committed to a shuttle system.   14 

  We have incorporated each and every 15 

PennDOT and Straban Township suggestion in our traffic 16 

plans.  We have also given a commitment to do a 17 

follow-up study once the resort has opened and to fund 18 

any further changes that are required by that study. 19 

  So let me be clear about that.  20 

Crossroads is prepared to do what it takes to ensure 21 

that the local residents continue to enjoy a smooth 22 

travel through Straban Township.   23 

  Diversity.  Building on the tremendous 24 

track record that Millennium has built on diversity, 25 
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we can ensure that Crossroads will have the standard 1 

for diverse hiring in Pennsylvania.   2 

  Community.  In addition to an established 3 

resort and spa, it'll rejuvenate the economy locally 4 

that is lagging in the region.  Adams County and the 5 

surrounding counties of York and Franklin have become 6 

boom areas as bedroom communities, and we deserve to 7 

have family-sustaining jobs in our local communities 8 

that allow for a cut in travel time congestion and 9 

leave us with more time for our families.   10 

  We believe our project does just that.  11 

Crossroads creates 1,000 jobs on and 2,000 additional 12 

jobs offsite.  Our project will also mean $224 million 13 

in new annual economic activity for the region, $148 14 

million in new local spending, assisting the local 15 

economy and businesses and a $62 million increase in 16 

local personal earnings.   17 

  Some large local businesses have actually 18 

come out against our proposal on the basis that they 19 

would have to increase wages for their own employees. 20 

Now, the way I see it, I don’t think that's a bad 21 

thing for working families, and we're happy to do our 22 

part to improve the lives of those who want a better 23 

quality of life for their children. 24 

  Public support.  As I said at the outset, 25 
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we certainly have people who disagree with us, and we 1 

respect their opinion but I cannot express enough how 2 

proud and grateful I am of the incredible support that 3 

we have received from our local residents.  That 4 

support is a true barometer to us.  A local  5 

grass-roots effort pro-casino on Adams County has 6 

distributed thousands of lawns signs, buttons, pins, 7 

window signs, bumper stickers and requests for these 8 

materials have outpaced the ability to produce them.   9 

  Our opponents like to claim that they 10 

have tens of thousands of signatures, but they 11 

certainly didn’t explain that our project won't be 12 

located in Gettysburg, let alone visible from the 13 

battlefield.  And it is our local signatures signed by 14 

people who know the facts and want to see a 15 

dramatically improved future for their children and 16 

grandchildren, and I'll put them up against theirs any 17 

day of the week. 18 

  Our supporters, when given the facts, 19 

understand that this project respects our heritage and 20 

will create as many as 3,000 jobs.  21 

  Now, let me say that no one understands 22 

the historical significance of the area better than I 23 

do.  I'm incredibly respectful of our place in 24 

history.  My backyard is only yards from where Union 25 
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and Confederate troops fought and lost their lives.  1 

People often associate me with my job as the CEO of 2 

Conrail.  And I'm proud of my service to that 3 

organization and to the City of Philadelphia.   4 

  But I think of myself as a Gettysburg 5 

boy.  My dad was a plumber who taught the value of 6 

hard work.  And he and my mom taught their children 7 

about giving back to the community, and I've never 8 

forgotten that.   9 

  Since retiring from Conrail, I've come 10 

back to Adams County to begin the next phase of my 11 

life, and I'm proud of the work that my wife Jennifer 12 

and I have done to establish Battlefield Harley 13 

Davidson, to create jobs, to create income, and to 14 

create tax revenue for our area.  But I'm most proud 15 

of the work that we have done for the community.  In 16 

the last decade before this project was ever 17 

contemplated, we have pledged or contributed over $4 18 

million dollars to some tremendous causes including 19 

the Majestic Theater, endowing a Chair in Ethics at 20 

Gettysburg College, establishing the Bruce S. Gordon 21 

Scholarship for minority students at Gettysburg, the 22 

restoration of the Lincoln Train Station and the new 23 

museum and visitor's center.   24 

  Now, these are just some of the examples 25 
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of the work that makes me proud and Crossroads gives 1 

me the same pride.  And it desperately needs --- the 2 

area desperately needs a project like this. 3 

  We don’t get an opportunity to create 4 

3,000 jobs every day and welcome a business that'll 5 

pour hundreds of millions of dollars into the local 6 

economy each year.   7 

  Now, we don’t hope to --- have to hope 8 

that this project will work in Adams County.  We know 9 

it will because we're not trying something new.  As we 10 

have seen in another Civil War town, Vicksburg, 11 

Mississippi, historical tourism and the gaming 12 

industry can not only coexist together but they can 13 

work together and thrive.   14 

  Their success is unquestioned.  To quote 15 

the Vicksburg mayor, Lawrence Leyens, quote, before 16 

gaming's arrival, we too wondered what effect gaming 17 

would have on our community and I'm pleased to report 18 

the casinos have had tremendous positive impact.  More 19 

than we could have imagined 14 years ago, our retail 20 

tax revenue has increased 16 percent with no tax rate 21 

increase and the number of businesses paying taxes has 22 

increased nine percent.  Others worried that crime 23 

would increase when in reality there has been a 24 

significant decrease in crime. 25 
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  One unexpected benefit of having the 1 

casinos is that they have been consistent and generous 2 

partners in the many civic events.   3 

  To quote Vicksburg Warren School District 4 

Superintendent James Price, quote, as one of the 5 

county's largest employers, the gaming industry has 6 

provided employment for hundreds of our citizens, 7 

allowing them to be working role models for their 8 

children, end quote. 9 

  Gordon Cotton, the curator of a local 10 

Vicksburg museum, was a leading voice against having 11 

casinos in this southern Civil War town.  Of the 12 

casinos, he said, we lost, and gambling became a 13 

reality.  And what became a coexistence has in some 14 

respects become a friendship, perhaps a partnership, 15 

in promoting local history. 16 

  And overall, I would rate the presence of 17 

casinos in Vicksburg as having a positive impact on 18 

our industry. 19 

  In a Patriot news article that appeared 20 

just this last Sunday, Monica Dorsey (phonetic), a 27-21 

year old single mother of two in Vicksburg spoke about 22 

how she exchanged her $6 an hour job as a Dollar Store 23 

cashier for a $13 an hour job at the casino.  It's 24 

been better for me, said Monica, who is now thinking 25 
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about going to college due to the higher wages that 1 

she earns.   2 

  In that same article, Mayor Leyens again 3 

said, quote, if Gettysburg is serious about what makes 4 

it special, gaming does not have to change that at 5 

all.  I think that's worth repeating.  If Gettysburg 6 

is serious about what makes it special, gaming does 7 

not have to change that at all.   8 

  We have always maintained that the 9 

Crossroads location outside of Gettysburg and isolated 10 

from the battlefield will not disturb those who are 11 

solely interested in Heritage Visitation, and that is 12 

certainly the case in Vicksburg.   13 

  Again, on Sunday in the York Sunday News, 14 

there was an article that quoted Lenore Barkley 15 

(phonetic), the former director of the Vicksburg and 16 

Warren County Convention and Visitors Bureau.  Ms. 17 

Barkley said it's because of slots revenues that a $10 18 

million convention center and an Olympic-sized 19 

swimming pool came to fruition.   20 

  And recently a central Pennsylvania 21 

television station went to Vicksburg to find out for 22 

themselves, and in that segment Vicksburg Police 23 

Officer Mark Culbertson (phonetic) said, and I quote, 24 

at first when the addition of gaming was mentioned, 25 
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everybody took a step back and asked do you really 1 

want this?  Everybody is going to change --- 2 

everything's going to change.  Excuse me.  It'll be 3 

bad.  Nobody is going to come to Civil War Park.  It's 4 

going to change the face of Vicksburg, and it just 5 

didn’t happen.  We believe that that same success 6 

story can be replicated in Adams County, albeit with a 7 

more understated approach.  Crossroads conservative 8 

design is intentional and unlike Vicksburg it won't be 9 

located on the site of the battlefield.  Our project 10 

is, in fact, several miles away and not visible from 11 

the battlefield, and I truly believe that Crossroads 12 

Gaming Resort and Spa will help to lift the lives of 13 

Adams County residents for generations to come. 14 

  In short, this project respects our past 15 

and improves our future.  Thank you. 16 

  Now, before I turn it back over to Nick 17 

Casiella, I'd just like to say one thing.  This has 18 

been an incredibly demanding process for those on this 19 

side of the table, and I can only imagine how 20 

difficult and how demanding it's been for your staff. 21 

And I would just like to compliment the staff on their 22 

hard work in getting us to this point.  Thank you. 23 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 24 

  That, Mr. Chairman, concludes our 25 
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presentation.  I do have some exhibits I would like to 1 

offer into evidence.   2 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 3 

  Fine. 4 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 5 

  I have given to General Counsel Donaghue 6 

and the clerk, Ms. Caine (phonetic) exhibits which 7 

have been pre-marked Numbers 10 through 19.  I'll read 8 

them into the record if you'd like, Mr. Chairman. 9 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 10 

  Please. 11 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 12 

  Exhibit 10 is our 441.19(J) memo.  13 

Exhibit 11 is our notice of intent to present 14 

comparative evidence.  Exhibit 12 is the PowerPoint 15 

presentation you just saw.  Exhibit 13 is a December 16 

12 letter from Silver Point Capital Fund, LP.  Silver 17 

Point Capital Offshore Fund, Limited and SPCP Group 18 

III, Limited to --- I'm sorry.  That's SPCP Group III, 19 

LLC to Director Miskin.  Exhibit 14 are the Patriot 20 

News and Daily Record, December 10 news stories Mr. 21 

LeVan just referred to.  Exhibit 15 is a proposed 22 

Adams County ordinance that would provide for revenue 23 

sharing between the county and municipalities.  24 

Exhibit 16 is a December 12 letter from Silver Point 25 
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Capital Fund, LP to Director Miskin.  Exhibit 17 is a 1 

December 12 letter from Silver Point Capital Offshore 2 

Fund, Limited to Director Miskin.  Exhibit 18 is a 3 

December 12 letter from SPCP Group III to Director 4 

Miskin and Exhibit 19 is a December 12 letter to 5 

licensing analyst Joe Schmidt filing the application 6 

of Crossroads to require appellants in the Zoning 7 

Board appeal to pose security.  And that's all of 8 

them. 9 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 10 

  Objections? 11 

  ATTORNEY DONAGHUE:  12 

  No objections. 13 

  MR. MARSHALL: 14 

  Move acceptance. 15 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 16 

  Do I have a second? 17 

  MR. ANGELI: 18 

  Second. 19 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 20 

  Thank you.  All those in favor? 21 

ALL SAY YEA 22 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 23 

  Any opposed?  The motion carries.  24 

They're admitted to evidence with the same caveat 25 
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about confidentiality that we talked about with 1 

Exhibits One through Nine.   2 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 3 

  Thank you. 4 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 5 

  Questions?  I think we're at that stage. 6 

Questions from the Board?  Commissioner Colins? 7 

  MS. COLINS: 8 

  Thank you.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I 9 

suppose these questions will be directed toward Mr. 10 

Tyson and they would be concerning some of his 11 

conclusions and estimates in his presentation.  Mr. 12 

Tyson, you had discussed --- it seems like the thrust 13 

of the presentation is that the market here is 14 

Maryland, that Washington, D.C., Maryland market, that 15 

is a very significant source of potential revenue for 16 

this project.  Am I right in that, sir? 17 

  MR. TYSON: 18 

  Yes, ma'am, about 60 to 65 percent of the 19 

win for Crossroads was projected to come from 20 

Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia. 21 

  MS. COLINS: 22 

  Okay.  And actually, you even indicated 23 

in your presentation that for Dover Downs, which is in 24 

Delaware, 60 percent of their revenue as well comes 25 
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from those same states, Maryland, Virginia and D.C.? 1 

  MR. TYSON: 2 

  Yes, ma'am. 3 

  MS. COLINS: 4 

  And then I'm looking at your chart that 5 

has --- it says Crossroads, the best choice for the 6 

Commonwealth awarding Crossroads Category 2 license, 7 

and it compares Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.  And it 8 

shows, obviously, in Scenario 1 that the projected 9 

revenues are significantly higher for casinos if 10 

there's a casino at Crossroads and in the Lehigh 11 

Valley or the Pocono area as opposed to two casinos in 12 

that Lehigh Valley Pocono area.  I'm right about that? 13 

That's what the chart shows? 14 

  MR. TYSON: 15 

  Yes, ma'am. 16 

  MS. COLINS: 17 

  And so what I'm wondering about, to make 18 

sure that the numbers are true, in the event that 19 

Maryland does go to gaming, because there is talk 20 

about that and there are things written about that, is 21 

whether or not these numbers will hold true or close 22 

to true.  You indicated when you testified that if 23 

Maryland went to gaming, the revenue would be reduced 24 

by 15 to 20 percent, I think; is that right? 25 
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  MR. TYSON: 1 

  Yes.  I believe 17 percent is what the 2 

number comes out to be. 3 

  MS. COLINS: 4 

  And I'm just wondering how you get from 5 

60 percent of the market to a reduction in revenue of 6 

only 17 percent if Maryland goes to gaming.  I think I 7 

want to know that because I think it is important we 8 

understand the strength of these projections. 9 

  MR. TYSON: 10 

  Our assumption was that a majority, if 11 

not all, of the facilities, should Maryland decide to 12 

legalize, would be concentrated in the Baltimore area 13 

at the existing race tracks, I think is the proposal 14 

that most recently was presented and voted down.  So 15 

what we did was a second analysis that said, okay, in 16 

that particular part of Maryland, our penetration 17 

would be a lot less than what we originally projected. 18 

That's most of where the impact came.  From south of 19 

Washington around to the Washington western suburbs 20 

and out into Maryland, the impact was not so great 21 

with Route 95, if you will, Baltimore racinos.   22 

  Also, the fact that they're racinos, I 23 

think, makes for a little less impact than if they 24 

were full-blown casino projects.  But we did take into 25 
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account those factors, and I think if you look at the 1 

scenarios on that page, you could just deduct, I 2 

believe the number was roughly $50 million, is what we 3 

said the impact would be if Maryland got gaming from 4 

these numbers under the scenario that has Crossroads.  5 

  The philosophy of this scenario, one, 6 

scenario, two, very simplistically is that under 7 

Scenario 2 you'd have Mohegan Sun and two 3,000 slot 8 

Category 2 casinos going after the same basic market. 9 

Under Scenario 1, you'd probably have more win at 10 

Mohegan Sun because there'd be one less Category 2 11 

casino there, probably a bigger Category 2 casino 12 

under that assumption in Allentown or the Poconos with 13 

a somewhat higher win but not enough to make up the 14 

$300 million or $250 if you assume Maryland that would 15 

be added from Crossroads from the Washington/Baltimore 16 

market. 17 

  MS. COLINS: 18 

  So you think that urban market, that 19 

D.C./Baltimore market, is only 20 --- 17 percent of 20 

the --- rather than 60 percent? 21 

  MR. TYSON: 22 

  It's not that simple, but that's --- we 23 

showed a 17 percent impact, so that's correct.  24 

Because that --- the Maryland projects would also 25 
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steal demand from Dover Downs and Harrington and take 1 

demand obviously from Delaware Park and probably 2 

Chester Downs to a degree as well. 3 

  MS. COLINS: 4 

  Okay.  Thank you very much.   5 

  MR. TYSON: 6 

  My pleasure. 7 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 8 

  Are you aware of the projections we have 9 

on the Poconos? 10 

  MR. TYSON: 11 

  I'm not. 12 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 13 

  And also the Allentown/Bethlehem area? 14 

  MR. TYSON: 15 

  I don’t believe ---. 16 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 17 

  They're substantially higher than the 18 

ones you have for that. 19 

  MR. TYSON: 20 

  They have not been released yet, so I do 21 

not. 22 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 23 

  Okay.  All right.  And it's only --- I 24 

guess I come back to the question that if --- why 25 
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would --- the fundable product, why would people drive 1 

60 miles when they can drive 15 miles? 2 

  MR. TYSON: 3 

  Well, I think my point was, you  4 

know, ---. 5 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 6 

  Presuming you ---. 7 

  MR. TYSON: 8 

  Yeah.  Seventeen (17) percent of them 9 

wouldn’t, you know, 17 percent, the equivalent of that 10 

win would elect to go to the closer facility.  It's 11 

just the people in those outer rings and in  12 

Washington ---. 13 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 14 

  So they're more energetic in Maryland 15 

than they are in Pennsylvania? 16 

  MR. TYSON: 17 

  They want to go to the bucolic setting in 18 

Adams County. 19 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 20 

  That might be a reason, yes.  Okay.  One 21 

other question, in terms of the commitment, if it 22 

turns out that $50 million of revenue is less, is the 23 

financial commitment still good? 24 

  MR. MULÉ: 25 
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  Yeah.   1 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 2 

  In other words, if Maryland passed the 3 

thing tomorrow, the financial commitment is still in 4 

place; right? 5 

  MR. MULÉ: 6 

  Yes. 7 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 8 

  Okay.  Thank you.  Others? 9 

  MR. MCCABE: 10 

  I guess I'll ask a question.  I'm sorry, 11 

Ray.  This may be for Mr. Weaver, but was there any 12 

opposition to the Gateway Gettysburg, the building of 13 

that facility? 14 

  MR. WEAVER: 15 

  No, not that I'm aware of. 16 

  MR. MCCABE: 17 

  Okay.  The point is if --- they're 18 

comparable facilities, aren’t they?  Why is there 19 

opposition to Crossroads when right across the street 20 

there's the Gateway Gettysburg and there was no 21 

opposition?  What do you think of ---? 22 

  MR. WEAVER: 23 

  Well, you're asking me to answer, I 24 

guess, what people's opinions are.  I guess the only 25 
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thing I conclude is that people who are just 1 

fundamentally opposed to gambling, but the Gateway 2 

project was very strongly embraced by the community. 3 

  MR. MCCABE: 4 

  So was there protest more anti-gaming 5 

versus about being close to the battlefield? 6 

  MR. WEAVER: 7 

  That would have been the gist of the 8 

objection, yes. 9 

  MR. MCCABE: 10 

  Mr. LeVan, I've asked this question of 11 

all the other Category 2s.  If you didn’t get this 12 

license, you own this property or you can buy this 13 

property?  Would you develop it or do anything with 14 

that?  What are your plans if you don’t get this 15 

license? 16 

  MR. LEVAN: 17 

  No.  We have --- this property is under 18 

option.  We have solid options to acquire this 19 

property, but if we do not get this license, we will 20 

not exercise that option and proceed with any other 21 

development. 22 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 23 

  Ray? 24 

  MR. ANGELI: 25 
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  Yes.  This is a question maybe for Mr. 1 

Tyson.  When you did your market study, I noticed the 2 

60 mile radius included with the sections below 3 

Washington, D.C.  Did you take into consideration the 4 

general traffic flow from northern Virginia north is a 5 

difficult thing to do, having lived there? 6 

  MR. TYSON: 7 

  Yes.  We also did drive time analysis by 8 

two ways.  We used Microsoft MapPoint and then we 9 

double-checked and found that actually if you knew 10 

some back ways from Crossroads, particularly to 11 

Baltimore, the times were considerably shorter when 12 

you actually drove it than what Microsoft said.  But 13 

we did --- and when we did our penetrations, we 14 

attempted to take that into account.  We lowered the 15 

penetration rate if we knew it's tough to get from 16 

point A to Crossroads. 17 

  MR. ANGELI: 18 

  Okay.  Thank you.  And during the traffic 19 

analysis we heard earlier, there was a question about 20 

a difference where Route --- where is that now --- 21 

there was a resolution on the exchange presented.  Was 22 

it Route 30, where it came into one spot there?  I 23 

know they said there was --- we have a --- we had a 24 

difference of opinions or something was going to 25 
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happen at the exchange where Route 30 was? 1 

  MR. SCHEINER: 2 

  May I answer that? 3 

  MR. ANGELI: 4 

  Sure.  Yes, please. 5 

  MR. SCHEINER: 6 

  Thank you.  I did raise my hand and swear 7 

earlier. 8 

  MR. ANGELI: 9 

  Okay. 10 

  MR. SCHEINER: 11 

  Commissioner Angeli, I think you're 12 

referring to Mr. Federico's report --- 13 

  MR. ANGELI: 14 

  Correct. 15 

  MR. SCHEINER: 16 

  --- where he said that we have to closely 17 

coordinate our access plan, the Crossroads access plan 18 

to this new interchange.  And let me say that PennDOT 19 

and its consultant have come up with a really 20 

innovative interchange plan where they've eliminated 21 

one traffic signal, and it's called a single point 22 

urban interchange where all the movements come into 23 

one central signal and you don't have to go through 24 

two signals to get where you're going, very 25 
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innovative.  From what we know in concept, all of our 1 

access points are consistent with the PennDOT plan.  2 

Now, PennDOT just released the environmental clearance 3 

and they've just started final design last week, so we 4 

will continue to work closely with them, but at this 5 

point everything that you saw today is 100 percent 6 

compatible with the interchange project. 7 

  MR. ANGELI: 8 

  Thank you very much.  My last question, 9 

did the National Parks Service file an opinion on the 10 

impact of this development on their historic site? 11 

  MR. LEVAN: 12 

  No, they have not. 13 

  MR. ANGELI: 14 

  Thank you.   15 

  MR. COY: 16 

  Mr. Chairman? 17 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 18 

  Go ahead, please. 19 

  MR. COY: 20 

  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Jim, you were 21 

up here a minute ago.  Maybe you can answer this.  I 22 

just want to make sure I understand the PennDOT 23 

situation.  I think there was some confusion.  Is the 24 

project a go, sort of regardless --- I guess I'm 25 
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asking a good question, huh?  Or is it on hold, or 1 

what's going on? 2 

  MR. SCHEINER: 3 

  Well, Commissioner Coy, you know, you've 4 

spent a lot of time in elected office, and you realize 5 

that until each funding commitment is made by PennDOT 6 

there remains some question as to the funding.  At 7 

this point, ---.   8 

  MR. COY: 9 

  So this is in that limbo status? 10 

  MR. SCHEINER: 11 

  Well, at this point, the final design has 12 

commenced, that is funded.  The final design schedule 13 

we heard from PennDOT is about a 15-month schedule, 14 

and PennDOT has told us that they fully expect to get 15 

the budgeted funds to do this project.  But I'm sure 16 

you're aware that that's not a done deal until those 17 

funds indeed are released at the time.  It would be 18 

about 15 months down the road. 19 

  MR. COY: 20 

  So the --- final design, but the funding 21 

has not been released? 22 

  MR. SCHEINER: 23 

  The funding for final design has been 24 

released but the construction funding has not been 25 
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released, but they do it a step at a time, so I won't 1 

--- that's not a negative, but again, it's not a 2 

guarantee either. 3 

  MR. COY: 4 

  Does their approval, you think, seem to 5 

be contingent upon participation by local developers? 6 

  MR. SCHEINER: 7 

  We've had and we've worked, as you can 8 

tell, from the McCormick Taylor work, Mr. Federico's 9 

work, we've worked very closely with PennDOT and with 10 

the traffic consultant for Straban Township.  And not 11 

once have we heard that any portion of this funding is 12 

contingent on developers' participation.  So my answer 13 

to that at this point is no, it's not contingent. 14 

  MR. COY: 15 

  Thank you.  I guess Mr. LeVan can take a 16 

shot at this one or anybody you want.  One of the 17 

concerns that I think is apparent is the availability 18 

of workforce, and by that I mean some of the 19 

surrounding counties to Adams, and I think maybe 20 

Commissioner Weaver may have mentioned something about 21 

this, have some of the lowest unemployment rates in 22 

the state.  And I'm wondering how you feel about 23 

availability of workforce if the project were to 24 

commence? 25 
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  MR. LEVAN: 1 

  I'm fairly confident about the 2 

availability of the workforce, partly because in Adams 3 

County, having been becoming a bedroom community, we 4 

have quite a few people who commute out of the county 5 

for employment to the Baltimore/Washington area, up 6 

here to the Harrisburg area, to York or outside of the 7 

county.  And we believe based on the level of 8 

compensation and benefits that we will offer, that we 9 

will make it attractive for some of those people today 10 

who have a lifestyle of commuting who would be 11 

certainly interested in our positions. 12 

  MR. COY: 13 

  Thank you.  I have a question, I guess, 14 

for the gentleman about the statistics, not the ---.  15 

Yes, Mr. Tyson.  I think in your presentation you 16 

mentioned something about you weren’t sure about 17 

whether or not the Maryland legislature was going to  18 

--- I think you even said you had some doubt that they 19 

would pass something.  Is that what you said? 20 

  MR. TYSON: 21 

  Yeah.  I believe I said the future was 22 

uncertain because it had such a spotty past, you know, 23 

things get proposed and then make it through the House 24 

and get turned down at the Senate and then they have 25 
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elections and the governors change and ---. 1 

  MR. COY: 2 

  I just wondered what the basis was for 3 

that or whether you had any information that you'd 4 

like to share with us about ---? 5 

  MR. TYSON: 6 

  I have no particular clear crystal ball 7 

than anybody else.  I mean, I think eventually they 8 

will do something, but it seems like they can't get 9 

their act together.  And even if they did with 10 

relative speed, it probably wouldn’t be, well, you've 11 

been through the process.  It'll be three, four, five 12 

years before anything really probably is competitive 13 

and up. 14 

  MR. COY: 15 

  Okay.  Thank you. 16 

  MR. MARSHALL: 17 

  Mr. Chairman? 18 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 19 

  Please. 20 

  MR. MARSHALL: 21 

  Mr. Tyson, while you're still here, I 22 

know you haven’t had a chance to see all of our 23 

information, but if the Lehigh Valley was roughly $20 24 

million, maybe less, a year, $25 million, then your 25 
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estimate of 17, 18, 20 percent declination if Maryland 1 

goes gaming would then put those two areas --- well, 2 

actually, I guess then the Lehigh Valley would be --- 3 

would generate greater revenues if I understand what 4 

you're saying about the impact of Maryland? 5 

  MR. TYSON: 6 

  I'm not sure I understand, sir.  If the 7 

numbers were higher in the Lehigh Valley or the 8 

Poconos, I'm not sure of the connection between that 9 

and Maryland. 10 

  MR. MARSHALL: 11 

  Well, I guess the point is as we look at 12 

the three locations, the three geographies, and let's 13 

just say the Lehigh Valley versus Gettysburg, if the 14 

numbers were $20 million apart, Gettysburg is $20 15 

million, $25 million higher than the Lehigh Valley has 16 

currently projected, the impact of Maryland going 17 

gaming, though, would then drop Gettysburg below that? 18 

  MR. TYSON: 19 

  Yes.  It would change the difference, the 20 

delta, that we show in that analysis proportionately 21 

to whatever the actual numbers are, but I believe it's 22 

$128 million.  That's still a pretty wide spread to 23 

make up. 24 

  MR. MARSHALL: 25 
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  Thank you.  And then, Mr. LeVan, you're 1 

the last of the at-large categories, the other four 2 

create a project with phases, and you know, it goes 3 

out to Phase 17.  There's going to be 7 million rental 4 

units and all this other stuff, but clearly those 5 

other four at least anticipate the possibility of 6 

pretty significant investment, retail, housing, things 7 

like that.  Your project is a little different than 8 

that, though, and maybe you could just talk a little 9 

bit about your view, you know, as --- you sort of 10 

present a different or perhaps a little more unique 11 

kind of opportunity here, and I'd just like you to 12 

talk about that.  Have you had a chance to see any of 13 

their proposals? 14 

  MR. LEVAN: 15 

  I've not seen any of their proposals in 16 

details.  I've seen some of --- I've watched some of 17 

the comparable hearings, but I'm not deeply familiar 18 

with it.  But I obviously can assess, you know, our 19 

project.  As I said in my testimony, our view of this 20 

was to have something that was directly related to the 21 

market as we saw it today, but was built on a site 22 

that had the expandability as Ian Cope testified to, 23 

the ability to go from 5,000 or 3,000 slots to 5,000 24 

machines.   25 
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  Also part of the testimony, obviously, is 1 

our view of a cooperative relationship as opposed to a 2 

competitive relationship with people like Gateway 3 

Gettysburg.  They've got significant hotel rooms.  4 

They have significant convention space.  We've got a 5 

great relationship with the principals of that project 6 

today, and we would think that we could work 7 

cooperatively with them and satisfy multiple markets. 8 

But we would not envision housing.  There's plenty of 9 

housing going on in Adams County today without us 10 

getting in the housing market. 11 

  MR. MARSHALL: 12 

  I wasn’t trying to introduce housing as a 13 

requirement.  I guess maybe if I could ask you to talk 14 

a little bit more about --- if you take some of the 15 

projects and it all goes as planned and everybody is 16 

making money and things like that, there's a sort of a 17 

--- there's a real economic driver, expansion, retail, 18 

things like that.  Let's say this is a homerun.  What 19 

happens to Gettysburg over the next five to ten years 20 

as, you know, being driven by this project, in your 21 

mind? 22 

  MR. LEVAN: 23 

  Well, I think --- obviously, we think 24 

this is good for the area.  We think this by itself, 25 
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as I've said in the testimony, we think this project, 1 

on its own merits, is extremely good for Adams County. 2 

We think there is a lot of downstream impact as the 3 

result of our success.  I think the testimony of Bill 4 

Wortman of the current occupancy rates at the hotels 5 

at 57.2 percent, I believe it was, the seasonality of 6 

that.  I think this creates a real opportunity for 7 

year-round enterprise in the Gettysburg area to get 8 

away from the seasonality to a large extent and even 9 

out some of the peaks and valleys of the local 10 

economy.  It's back to, I think, also the question of 11 

jobs.  A lot of the employees in Adams County have 12 

seasonal jobs.  We think our project clearly 13 

establishes a base for full-time jobs all year round. 14 

So I, --- you know, I think this project by itself, 15 

and we look at the merits of it as we currently have 16 

it planned and the expandability to go to 5,000 17 

machines if the market warrants that, all of that we 18 

believe is good without driving additional adverse 19 

impacts, but driving other potential ancillary kinds 20 

of businesses, if you will. 21 

  MR. MARSHALL: 22 

  Thank you very much. 23 

  MR. LEVAN: 24 

  You're welcome. 25 
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  MR. RIVERS: 1 

  Mr. Chairman? 2 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 3 

  Please. 4 

  MR. RIVERS: 5 

  My question is for Mr. Mulé.  I think you 6 

made reference to this being a destination --- watch 7 

yourself --- I won't go hard on you now.   8 

  MR. MULÉ: 9 

  Thank you. 10 

  MR. RIVERS: 11 

  I think earlier you made reference to the 12 

fact of this being a destination resort. 13 

  MR. MULÉ: 14 

  Yes. 15 

  MR. RIVERS: 16 

  And when we look at the information that 17 

you're marketing consultant talked about, about this 18 

being a hour drive or 60 mile ride from D.C./Baltimore 19 

and et cetera, I guess my question is if I'm that 20 

close to your casino, why would I want to spend a 21 

night there as opposed to going visiting and enjoying 22 

myself, having a good time, having a good dinner and 23 

then riding back home within that 60 mile radius? 24 

  MR. MULÉ: 25 
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  Sure.  I think you'll get a mix.  I think 1 

you'll have plenty of people who feel that way, but I 2 

think there'll be subset of people, particularly the 3 

more affluent people, who will say, you know what, 4 

this is a great thing to do to just get away for a 5 

weekend and then go and we can use the spa, we can 6 

gamble, we can do some other things in the area.  We 7 

can visit other tourist attractions in the area.  So I 8 

think you'll have a mix, but it's --- the project is 9 

expansive enough so that it can be a destination for 10 

people if they want to use it that way, but it's close 11 

enough that they can use it on a daytrip basis. 12 

  MR. RIVERS: 13 

  I guess my concern revolves around the 14 

fact that if you say, gee, I want to go visit the 15 

area.  I want to do some sightseeing.  But after some 16 

point in time, you've seen all the sights, but yet 17 

you're going to still want them to come back and visit 18 

you.  That doesn’t generate a reason for me to want to 19 

spend another night there.  I mean, it says I can 20 

drive 20 minutes, I can drive 30 minutes, I can drive 21 

an hour, and I can still come back.  And so I guess 22 

I'm concerned about why you focus on calling it a 23 

destination resort as opposed to a convenient 24 

facility.   25 
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  MR. LEVAN: 1 

  Maybe I can weigh in a little bit on that 2 

question. 3 

  MR. RIVERS: 4 

  Please do. 5 

  MR. LEVAN: 6 

  I think a lot of it has to do with the 7 

full offering of what the resort is going to offer.  A 8 

four-star hotel which doesn’t exist in the area today. 9 

There are, I'm sure, a number of people who may live 10 

within a 60-mile radius who would be very happy to go 11 

for a weekend and spend a weekend at a four-star 12 

resort that has a spa.  That offering doesn’t exist in 13 

Adams County or for a wide radius today, so I think 14 

part of our plan is obviously to attract people who 15 

are come for the day and go back and return home at 16 

night.  But I think in combination with the rest of 17 

the offering, entertainment venues, for example, the 18 

cooperative program as Bill Wortman testified to that 19 

we would promote a lot of other things to do in the 20 

area.  I think he quoted the Majestic Theater that 21 

Crossroads gaming might be one of the biggest ticket 22 

buyers for events at the Majestic Theater and use 23 

those tickets as a means to complement the stay of our 24 

overnight visitors.  So I think, you know, without 25 
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getting hung up too much, I think, on the phrase 1 

destination, I think as Ed said, I think it's a 2 

combination of people who will be happy to come and 3 

spend the day and game and have a meal and go home, 4 

and others who will be here to take more advantage of 5 

all the other things that Gettysburg and our resort 6 

will have to offer. 7 

  MR. RIVERS: 8 

  Thank you.   9 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 10 

  Any other questions? 11 

  MR. MCCABE: 12 

  I do. 13 

  MR. LEVAN: 14 

  You already had your chance, I'm afraid. 15 

  MR. MCCABE: 16 

  Oh, I'm sorry. 17 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 18 

  Go ahead. 19 

  MR. MCCABE: 20 

  A point of clarification, I wrote down in 21 

my notes that at one point you said that the facility 22 

would open up between 16 and 18 months, and then on 23 

your PowerPoint slide it had opening January '09.  24 

What do you anticipate is the opening of the casino? 25 
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  MR. LEVAN: 1 

  Yeah.  I think it was Ian Cope who 2 

testified that that would be basically the 3 

construction period, and the difference in that is 4 

that we probably have three to six months to go from a 5 

preliminary development plan which has been approved 6 

by the Straban Township supervisors to a final land 7 

development plan which would include some other 8 

significant permits that would be required from 9 

PennDOT for highway occupancy and some other 10 

environmental.  So to get through the final planning 11 

and the final design, Ian, for example, I'm sure, 12 

would have three months working 24 hours a day, seven 13 

days a week, to finish the architecturals at a level 14 

of construction level of --- so there are things that 15 

would need to be done in a three to six month period 16 

before we would ultimately break ground, and then it 17 

would be that 15 to 18 months beyond that.  And so 18 

everything, I think, is consistent with a projection 19 

that we would be open on January 1st of '09. 20 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 21 

  Please. 22 

  MR. RIVERS: 23 

  Can you tell me how large of an acreage 24 

do you have, and do you have any options on any other 25 
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property around there? 1 

  MR. LEVAN: 2 

  We currently have options on 58 acres, 3 

and this complex fits very nicely with the opportunity 4 

to expand.  We do have a first right of refusal on an 5 

adjacent property that is owned by a company called 6 

Helicopter Applicators.  The two principals of that 7 

business actually own a 16-acre parcel that is part of 8 

our 58 acres that we have under option and that would 9 

add, I believe, another --- if we exercise the right 10 

of refusal to buy their property, which, by the way, 11 

we have an agreement to run the relocation of that 12 

Smith Road, secondary road, across their property, 13 

obviously for a fee, but we would have that expansion 14 

opportunity should we choose to do that.  We think 15 

there are other parcels adjacent to this site that 16 

would also --- may be available in the future for 17 

expansion. 18 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 19 

  Any other questions?  Okay.  I'm going to 20 

turn it back over to the Staff then.  Ann? 21 

  MR. MULÉ: 22 

  May I? 23 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 24 

  Please. 25 
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  MR. MULÉ: 1 

  I just wanted to --- if it's appropriate, 2 

I just wanted to clarify one thing with respect to one 3 

of the points made earlier with respect to what 4 

happens if gaming is introduced into Maryland and what 5 

happens if our numbers are wrong and maybe they're --- 6 

the revenues of having two facilities in northeastern 7 

Pennsylvania are, I think someone used the number $20 8 

million higher revenue to the state.  Then our ---. 9 

  MR. MARSHALL: 10 

  I suggested our estimates --- if you 11 

assume that the estimates about what a place in the 12 

Lehigh Valley would generate would be $20 million less 13 

than your estimates, just trying to get to the point 14 

that in Maryland --- I just wanted to see the 15 

sensitivity of Maryland going to gaming.  That was 16 

all. 17 

  MR. MULÉ: 18 

  Yes.  And maybe we did make it clear 19 

then, but if our numbers were correct in terms of what 20 

the --- what we would call the cannibalization would 21 

be between two facilities in northeastern 22 

Pennsylvania, so what portion of revenues is lost 23 

because of cannibalization.  If we're right about 24 

that, then even if gaming revenues, if Maryland 25 
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introduced gaming to Maryland, even if our gaming 1 

revenues from Maryland were cut in half, that would 2 

cause us to have a decline of 32 and a half percent of 3 

our revenues or call it roughly $100 million of 4 

revenues, which means $56 million less to the state. 5 

So if our numbers are right in Scenario 2, we would   6 

--- the state would still be better off under our 7 

proposal by $70 million than it would be if you had 8 

the two facilities in northeastern Pennsylvania 9 

cannibalizing each other, and so you'd still have that 10 

amount of cushion in it for our numbers being wrong 11 

before you'd be break-even in terms of what the 12 

benefit would be to Pennsylvania.  And so I just 13 

wanted to ---. 14 

  MR. MARSHALL: 15 

  You wouldn’t put two in the Lehigh 16 

Valley.  You might have one in the Poconos and one in 17 

the Lehigh Valley? 18 

  MR. MULÉ: 19 

  Yeah.  And that's, I think, what we 20 

modeled, one in the Lehigh Valley, one in the Poconos, 21 

and then we modeled what we thought that 22 

cannibalization would be.  So even if we were wrong by 23 

$70 million of gaming revenues or north of $100 24 

million --- $70 million of gaming taxes or north of 25 
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$100 million of gaming revenues, the State of 1 

Pennsylvania would still be better off, and I just 2 

wanted to make sure that point was made because we've 3 

run those sensitivities as well, because obviously 4 

gaming in Maryland would obviously not be good for our 5 

project.  But we've run those sensitivities as well. 6 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 7 

  Along those lines, since you've run the 8 

scenarios, is that your worst-case number, that $214 9 

and $220? 10 

  MR. MULÉ: 11 

  No.  In terms of assuming we lost half 12 

the revenues? 13 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 14 

  No.  No.  The number you projected for 15 

Pocono and a Lehigh Valley number. 16 

  MR. MULÉ: 17 

  What happens in Pocono and Lehigh Valley 18 

doesn’t impact the economics of our project.  It was 19 

just ---. 20 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 21 

  No, I understand that, but comparison 22 

wise, it does.  You compared it? 23 

  MR. MULÉ: 24 

  Yes. 25 
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  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 1 

  So I'm just saying was that a worst-case 2 

scenario for those two under your numbers? 3 

  MR. MULÉ: 4 

  And I don’t know, because we at Silver 5 

Point didn’t run those, but --- 6 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 7 

  That's fine. 8 

  MR. MULÉ: 9 

  --- I'm sure they did. 10 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 11 

  Okay.  Thank you.  Any other questions? 12 

Turning it over to Anne.  Thank you. 13 

  MS. NEEB: 14 

  We only have about seven witnesses.  No, 15 

I'm just kidding.  We don’t have anything further 16 

unless they have additional exhibits that were not 17 

previously stipulated to? 18 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 19 

  We don’t have any. 20 

  MS. NEEB: 21 

  No?  Okay.  We have nothing further.  At 22 

this time, I'd turn it over to the Bureau directors to 23 

give their reports from each bureau. 24 

  MR. SCHWOYER: 25 
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  Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, the 1 

Office of Enforcement Council has reviewed the results 2 

of the background investigation conducted by the 3 

Bureau of Investigations and Enforcement, and I am not 4 

aware of any issue which would preclude the approval 5 

of Crossroads Gaming Resort and Spa, LP as a Category 6 

2 slot machine licensee. 7 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 8 

  Thank you. 9 

  MS. MISKIN: 10 

  At this time, based on the information in 11 

the application and the supplemental information 12 

reviewed and the financial suitability analysis 13 

performed, the Financial Suitability Task Force found 14 

nothing financial material that would preclude 15 

Crossroads Gaming Resorts from receiving a Category 2 16 

slots license.   17 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 18 

  Thank you. 19 

  MS. HENSEL: 20 

  At this time, based on the materials and 21 

information in the application, the Bureau of 22 

Licensing is not aware of any issues that would 23 

preclude licensure of Crossroads Gaming Resort and 24 

Spa, LP as a Category 2 slots operator.   25 
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  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 1 

  Thank you, Susan.  Anne? 2 

  MS. NEEB: 3 

  We don’t have anything further. 4 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 5 

  Anything else from the applicant? 6 

  ATTORNEY CASIELLA: 7 

  I'd just like to thank the Staff, Mr. 8 

Chairman, for their hard work, especially our project 9 

attorney, Nick Rodriguez-Cayro and especially Joe 10 

Schmidt, out licensing analyst, who has worked hard in 11 

organizing this whole project.  Thank you. 12 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 13 

  Thank you.   14 

OFF RECORD DISCUSSION 15 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 16 

  Okay.  Let's see.  I would certainly, 17 

after that comment, entertain a motion to adjourn. 18 

  MR. ANGELI: 19 

  So moved. 20 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 21 

  And close the record also. Thank you.  22 

All in favor? 23 

ALL SAY AYE 24 

  CHAIRMAN DECKER: 25 
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  That motion carries and thank you.  1 

Thanks for the applicant for an excellent 2 

presentation.  3 

* * * * * * * * 4 

HEARING CONCLUDED AT 5:25 P.M. 5 

                    * * * * * * * * 6 
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